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ABSTRACT. We propose a non-standard interpretation of Alternating-time Temporal Logic with imperfect information, for which no commonly accepted semantics has been proposed yet. Rather than changing the semantic structures, we generalize the usual interpretation of formulae in single states to sets of states. We also propose a new epistemic operator for “practical” or “constructive” knowledge, and we show that the new logic (which we call Constructive Strategic Logic) is strictly more expressive than most existing solutions, while it retains the same model checking complexity. Finally, we study properties of constructive knowledge and other operators in this non-standard semantics.
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1. Introduction

Modal logics of strategic ability (Alur, Henzinger et Kupferman 1997, Alur, Henzinger et Kupferman 2002, Pauly 2000, Pauly 2002) form one of the fields where logic and game theory can successfully meet. The logics have clear possible worlds semantics, are axiomatizable, and have some interesting computational properties. Moreover, they are underpinned by a clear and intuitively appealing conceptual machinery for modeling and reasoning about systems that involve multiple autonomous agents. The basic notions, used here, originate from temporal logic (i.e., the logic of time and computation) (Prior 1967, Emerson 1990, Fisher 2006), and classical game theory (von Neumann et Morgenstern 1944, Nash 1950, Osborne et Rubinstein 1994)
which emerged in an attempt to give precise meaning to common-sense notions like choices, strategies, or rationality – and to provide formal models of interaction between autonomous entities. Modal logics that embody basic game theory notions – and at the same time build upon branching-time temporal logics, well known and studied in the context of computational systems – seem a good starting point for investigating multi-agent systems.

Alternating-time Temporal Logic (ATL), proposed in (Alur et al. 1997) and further developed in (Alur, Henzinger et Kupferman 1998, Alur et al. 2002), is probably the most important logic of strategic ability that has emerged in recent years. The key elements of ATL are so called cooperation modalities $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle$, one for each possible set of agents $A$. Informally, the meaning of $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \varphi$ is that the group $A$ has a joint strategy to ensure that, no matter what the other agents do, $\varphi$ will become true. However, ATL considers only agents that possess perfect information about the current state of the world, and such agents seldom exist in reality. On the other hand, imperfect information and knowledge are addressed in epistemic logic in a natural way (Halpern 1995). A combination of ATL and epistemic logic, called Alternating-time Temporal Epistemic Logic (ATEL), was introduced in (van der Hoek et Wooldridge 2002, van der Hoek et Wooldridge 2003) to enable reasoning about agents acting under imperfect information. Still, it has been pointed out in several places (Jamroga 2003, Jamroga et van der Hoek 2004, Jonker 2003, Ågotnes 2004) that the meaning of ATEL formulae can be counterintuitive. Most importantly, an agent’s ability to achieve property $\varphi$ should imply that the agent has enough control and knowledge to identify and execute a strategy that enforces $\varphi$.

**Example 1.** — Let us consider a variant of the example from (Schobbens 2004). There is a banker $b$ (who knows the code that opens the safe), and a robber $r$ who does not know the code. The banker can also change the code, and he does so from time to time. If a person is in the vault, and types the code correctly, the safe opens. If incorrect code is typed, the vault door closes, jailing the person inside.

Intuitively, there is no feasible plan for $r$ to quickly open the safe whenever he wants to (unless he threatens or corrupts the banker to reveal the code). Reason: whatever the current code is, the vault looks the same to $r$, and a sensible plan should specify the same choices in indistinguishable situations (otherwise the plan cannot be executed). On the other hand, there is a behavior specification (formally: a function from states to actions) that allows $r$ to rob the bank, and it reads as follows: “if you are outside then enter the vault; if you are inside and the code is 00000 then type 00000; if the code is 00001 then type 00001 etc.”. Clearly, not every specification like this makes up a strategy that can be executed by the player. Those that do are sometimes called uniform strategies, and are required to prescribe the same choices in indistinguishable states.\(^1\) Unfortunately, ATEL accepts all functions from states to actions as

\(^1\) This very much in agreement with game-theoretical treatment of games with imperfect information. A strategy in such games is a function from information sets (i.e., sets of indistinguishable states) to actions.
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a strategies, which does not blend well with the assumption that agents’ knowledge is limited.

It should be noted that it is not always enough to restrict strategies to uniform ones. Consider a situation when b has set the code to 23087 and gone for lunch (so he will not change it again for a while), and r is now standing in front of the safe. Obviously, there is a uniform strategy for r that leads to opening the safe, namely: “type 23087, regardless of anything”. The robber even knows that such a successful strategy exists. On the other hand, he does not know which strategy it is (because he does not know what the current state is), and thus he does not have the ability to open the safe for sure.

Reasoning about the collective abilities of teams requires even more sophisticated concepts.

Example 2. — Suppose that, instead of a single robber r, a gang of robbers r₁, ..., rₙ is operating. If they can discuss their plans before acting, they can share their individual information about the current state of affairs in order to determine the best strategy (which seems to somehow be related to the notion of distributed knowledge from epistemic logic). If they have to coordinate on the fly, without communicating, then it is desirable that they all can separately identify the same winning strategy, and they all know that the others can identify this strategy, and they all know that they all know etc. (which looks very much like common knowledge). Thus, there seems to be no single notion of collective knowledge that suffices for all possible scenarios involving collective strategic ability.

Example 3. — Let us also consider an industrial company that wants to start production, and looks for a good strategy when and how it should do it. Such a strategy is feasible if it can be carried out by the company (i.e., by its management and employees). However, it does not have to be prepared by members of the company themselves. In many cases, a consulting firm is hired to work out the best plan. Then, it is enough that members of the consulting firm can work out a good strategy which can be executed by the management and employees of the industrial company.

A number of logics were proposed to capture these, and similar, properties (Jamroga 2003, Jamroga et al. 2004, Schobbens 2004, Jonker 2003, van Otterloo et Jonker 2004, Herzig et Troquard 2006), yet none of them seems the ultimate definitive solution. Most of the solutions agree that only uniform strategies should be taken into account (cf. Example 1). However, in order to identify a successful strategy, the agents must consider not only the possible courses of action starting from the current (actual) state of the system, but also from states that the agents cannot distinguish from the current one. There are many variants here, especially when group epistemics is concerned, as Examples 2 and 3 demonstrate. The agents may have common, mutual, or distributed knowledge about a strategy being successful, or they may be hinted the right strategy by a distinguished member (the “boss”), a subgroup (“headquarters

2. See Section 2.2 for precise definitions.
committee”) or even another group of agents (“consulting company”) etc. In other words, there are many subtle cases in which the (subjectively possible) initial situations should be represented with different sets of states. Some existing solutions treat only some of the cases (albeit often in an elegant way), while the others offer a very general treatment of the problem at the expense of an overblown logical language (which is by no means elegant). Our aim is to come up with a logic of ability under imperfect information, which is both general and elegant. By “general”, we mean that it allows to characterize as many meaningful levels of strategic ability as possible (and at least as many as ATOL (Jamroga et al. 2004)). In particular, it should enable the distinction between various readings of knowing a strategy “de re” and “de dicto” for individual as well as collective players. By “elegant”, we mean that it allows us to express various levels of ability by composition of epistemic operators with strategic operators, instead of assigning a specialized modality to every conceivable combination.

To achieve this, we build our proposal around new epistemic operators for what we call “practical” or “constructive” knowledge. The idea has been inspired by the tradition of constructivism which argues that one must find (or “construct”) a mathematical object to prove that it exists (Troelstra 1991). In the same spirit, agents $A$ constructively know that $\langle \langle B \rangle \rangle \varphi$ if they can present a strategy for $B$ that guarantees achieving $\varphi$. The logic which we propose in this paper has a fairly non-standard semantic interpretation. We use the same semantic structures that were used before for ATEL, ATOL, ATL$_{ir}$ etc.; however, in our semantics formulae are interpreted over sets of states rather than single states. This reflects the intuition that the “constructive” ability to enforce $\varphi$ means that the agents in question have a single strategy that brings about $\varphi$ for all subjectively possible initial situations – and not merely that a successful strategy exists for each initial situation (because those could be different strategies for different situations). To do it in a flexible and general way, the type of satisfaction relation in our proposal forces one to specify the set of initial states explicitly. In consequence, we write $M, Q \models \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \varphi$ to express the fact that $A$ must have a strategy which is successful for all states in a set of states $Q$.

Semantically, the constructive knowledge operators yield sets of states for which a single evidence (i.e., a successful strategy) should be presented (instead of checking if the required property holds in each of the states separately, like standard epistemic operators do). For example, $M, q \models \mathcal{K}_a \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \varphi$ holds iff $\langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \varphi$ is satisfied by $M, Q$, where $Q$ is the set of states which agent $a$ cannot distinguish from $q$. We point out that the new operators capture the notion of knowing “de re”, while the standard epistemic operators refer to knowing “de dicto”. We call the resulting logic Constructive Strategic Logic (CSL) to emphasize that, in order to prove $M, Q \models \varphi$ true, one must produce “constructive” evidence for all possible cases in $Q$, rather than “circumstantial” evidence that deals with every case $q \in Q$ separately.

We begin with a short presentation of Alternating-time Temporal Logic and the attempts that have been made to extend ATL to scenarios with imperfect information (Section 2). In Section 3 we present the main contribution of this paper: a new, non-
standard semantics for the logic of strategic ability, imperfect information and knowledge. We show that it is strictly more expressive than the existing solutions, with the possible exception of ETSL (Section 4), while it retains the same model checking complexity (Section 5). Then, in Section 6, we study the properties of constructive knowledge itself. It turns out that, when “standard” knowledge is assumed to be S5, constructive knowledge is KD45. Moreover, a simple syntactical restriction is sufficient to guarantee validity of axiom T for constructive knowledge. In Section 7 we show that standard knowledge is definable from constructive knowledge. We also observe that, when we allow a formula to be interpreted in a set of states, several definitions of negation (corresponding to different ways of quantifying over the set) are possible. We introduce and discuss such alternative negations and related operators. Finally, in Section 8 we investigate the relative expressiveness of some of these operators in detail, and we define a normal form for formulae of our language.

Some preliminary results of this research have been reported in (Jamroga et Ågotnes 2005b, Jamroga et Ågotnes 2006b).

2. What agents can achieve

Alternating-time Temporal Logic ATL (Alur et al. 1997, Alur et al. 1998, Alur et al. 2002) was introduced by Alur, Henzinger and Kupferman in order to capture properties of open computational systems (such as computer networks), where different components can act autonomously. Computations in such systems are effected by the components’ combined actions. Alternatively, ATL can be seen as a logic for systems involving multiple agents, that allows one to reason about what agents can achieve in game-like scenarios. As ATL does not include imperfect information in its scope, it can be seen as a logic for reasoning about agents who always have complete knowledge about the current state of affairs.

2.1. ATL: ability in perfect information games

ATL can be understood as a generalization of the branching time temporal logic CTL (Clarke et Emerson 1981, Emerson 1990), in which path quantifiers are replaced with so called cooperation modalities. The formula $\langle A \rangle \varphi$, where $A$ is a coalition of agents, expresses that $A$ have a collective strategy to enforce $\varphi$. ATL formulae include temporal operators: “$\square$” (“in the next state”), “always from now on”) and $U$ (“until”). Operator $\diamond$ (“now or sometime in the future”) can be defined as $\diamond \varphi \equiv \top U \varphi$. Similarly to CTL, every occurrence of a temporal operator is immediately preceded by exactly one cooperation modality.\(^3\) The broader language of ATL\(^*\), in which no such restriction is imposed, is not discussed in this paper.

\(^3\) The logic to which such a syntactic restriction applies is sometimes called “vanilla” ATL (resp. “vanilla” CTL etc.).
Formally, the recursive definition of ATL formulae is:

\[ \varphi ::= p \mid \neg \varphi \mid \varphi \land \varphi \mid \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \diamond \varphi \mid \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Box \varphi \mid \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \varphi U \varphi \]

where \( A \) is a set of agents.

Example ATL properties: \( \langle \langle \text{jamesbond} \rangle \rangle \diamond \text{win} \) (James Bond has an infallible plan to eventually win), and \( \langle \langle \text{jamesbond}, \text{bondsgirl} \rangle \rangle \text{fun} \diamond \text{shot-at} \) (Bond and his current girlfriend have a collective way of having fun until someone shoots at them).

A number of semantics have been defined for ATL, most of them equivalent (Goranko 2001, Goranko et Jamroga 2004). In this paper, we use a variant of concurrent game structures (CGS) as models. A CGS is a tuple \( M = \langle \text{agt}, \text{St}, \pi, \text{Act}, d, o \rangle \) which includes a nonempty finite set of all agents \( \text{agt} = \{1, ..., k\} \), a nonempty set of states \( \text{St} \), a set of atomic propositions \( \pi \) : \( \text{St} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\Pi) \), and a set of (atomic) actions \( \text{Act} \). Function \( d : \text{agt} \times \text{St} \rightarrow (\mathcal{P}(\text{Act}) \setminus \emptyset) \) defines nonempty sets of actions available to agents at each state, and \( o \) is a (deterministic) transition function that assigns the outcome state \( q' = o(q, \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_k) \) to state \( q \) and a tuple of actions \( \langle \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_k \rangle \), \( \alpha_i \in d(i, q) \), that can be executed by \( \text{agt} \) in \( q \). A strategy \( s_a \) of agent \( a \) is a conditional plan that specifies what \( a \) is going to do for every possible situation: \( s_a : \text{St} \rightarrow \text{Act} \) such that \( s_a(q) \in d(a, q) \). A collective strategy \( S_A \) for a group of agents \( A \) is a tuple of strategies, one per agent from \( A \).

**Remark 4.** — This is a deviation from the original semantics of ATL (Alur et al. 1997, Alur et al. 1998, Alur et al. 2002), where strategies assign agents’ choices to sequences of states, which suggests that agents can by definition recall the whole history of each game. Both types of strategies yield equivalent semantics for “vanilla” ATL, but the choice of one or the other notion of strategy does affect the semantics of the full ATL* and most ATL variants for games with imperfect information (Schobbens 2004). The main reason why we use “memoryless” strategies here is that model checking strategic abilities of agents with perfect recall and imperfect information is believed to be undecidable (cf. Section 2.10).

A path \( \Lambda \) in model \( M \) is an infinite sequence of states that can be effected by subsequent transitions, and refers to a possible course of action (or a possible computation) that may occur in the system; by \( \Lambda[i] \), we denote the \( i \)th position on path \( \Lambda \). Function \( \text{out}(q, S_A) \) returns the set of all paths that may result from agents \( A \) executing strategy \( S_A \) from state \( q \) onward:

\[ \text{out}(q, S_A) = \{ \lambda = q_0q_1q_2... \mid q_0 = q \text{ and for every } i = 1, 2, ... \text{ there exists a tuple of agents’ decisions } \langle \alpha_1, ..., \alpha_k \rangle \text{ such that } \alpha_a = S_A(a)(q_{i-1}) \text{ for each } a \in A, \text{ and } \alpha_a \in d(a, q_{i-1}) \text{ for each } a \notin A, \text{ and } o(q_{i-1}, \alpha_1, ..., \alpha_k) = q_i \}. \]

Informally speaking, \( M, q \vDash \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \varphi \) iff there is a collective strategy \( S_A \) such that \( \varphi \) holds for every \( \Lambda \in \text{out}(q, S_A) \). Formally, the semantics of ATL formulae can be given via the following clauses:
$M, q \models p$ iff $p \in \pi(q)$ (for $p \in \Pi$);

$M, q \models \neg \varphi$ iff $M, q \not\models \varphi$;

$M, q \models \varphi \land \psi$ iff $M, q \models \varphi$ and $M, q \models \psi$;

$M, q \models \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \circ \varphi$ iff there is a collective strategy $S_A$ such that, for every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(q, S_A)$, we have $M, \Lambda[1] \models \varphi$;

$M, q \models \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Box \varphi$ iff there exists $S_A$ such that, for every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(q, S_A)$, we have $M, \Lambda[i]$ for every $i \geq 0$;

$M, q \models \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \varphi U \psi$ iff there exists $S_A$ such that for every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(q, S_A)$ there is an $i \geq 0$, for which $M, \Lambda[i] \models \psi$, and $M, \Lambda[j] \models \varphi$ for every $0 \leq j < i$.

**Figure 1.** The banker and the robber: (A) concurrent game structure $M_1$ for the perfect information case; (B) concurrent epistemic game structure $M_2$ for the imperfect information case.

**Example 5.** — Consider a simple formalization of the scenario from Example 1, presented in Figure 1A. First, the banker sets the code to either 0 or 1, and walks away. Then, the robber tries to open the safe by typing a number. If the number is correct, the safe opens; otherwise the robber is jailed in the vault. Nodes in the graph represent global states of the system. Transitions are labeled by combinations of actions from $b, r$, and $nop$ stands for “no operation” or “do nothing” (formally, $nop$ is just another action).

$\text{ATL}$ addresses agents with perfect information, so the following naturally holds: $M_1, q_0 \models \langle \langle r \rangle \rangle \Box \text{open}$. The right strategy for the robber is to wait first to see which
code is set, and then to type the appropriate number: \( s_r(q_0) = \text{nop}, s_r(q_1) = \text{type}0, \) and \( s_r(q_2) = \text{type}1. \)

**Remark 6.** — Concurrent game structures model actions as abstract atomic entities, with no underlying structure. This is not necessarily satisfying for everyone’s purposes. One may, e.g., want to define actions as state transformations that can occur in the system, like in models of dynamic logic (Harel, Kozen and Tiuryn 2000); STIT models assign actions/choices with even more complicated conceptual structure (Belnap and Perloff 1988). We choose, after (Alur et al. 2002, Schobbens 2004, Jamroga et al. 2004, Ågotnes 2006), to avoid the discussion on the nature of actions, and make the simplifying assumption that actions are identified by unique names. Note that this approach follows closely the tradition of game theory, and the definition of an extensive game form in particular (Osborne et al. 1994).

One of the most appreciated features of ATL is its model checking complexity – linear in the number of transitions in the model and the length of the formula. The model checking problem is, given a formula \( \varphi \) and a model \( M \) with a state \( q \), to decide whether \( M, q \models \varphi \) or not.

**Proposition 7 (Alur et al. 2002).** — The ATL model checking problem is \( \text{PTIME} \)-complete, and can be done in time \( O(ml) \), where \( m \) is the number of transitions in the model and \( l \) is the length of the formula.

Note that the complexity is measured, as usual, as a function of the size of the input. Thus, while infinite concurrent game structures make perfect sense in general, they cannot be subjects of model checking unless represented in a finite way.

**Remark 8.** — The result in Proposition 7 does not seem so unambiguously optimistic after a closer inspection, i.e., when we measure the size of models in the number of states, actions and agents (Jamroga and Dix 2005a, Laroussinie, Markey and Oreiby 2006, Jamroga et Dix 2007), or when we represent systems with so called concurrent programs (van der Hoek, Lomuscio and Wooldridge 2006). This remark is only meant as a note of warning; such a detailed complexity analysis for the logics of ability under imperfect information (that are the main topic here) is beyond the scope of this paper.

### 2.2. ATL with epistemic logic

ATL is unrealistic in a sense: real-life agents seldom possess complete information about the current state of the world. On the other hand, imperfect information and knowledge are handled in epistemic logic in a natural way. A combination of ATL and epistemic logic, called Alternating-time Temporal Epistemic Logic (ATEL), was introduced by van der Hoek and Wooldridge in (van der Hoek et al. 2002, van der Hoek et al. 2003) to enable reasoning about agents acting under imperfect information.

ATEL enriches the picture with an epistemic component, adding to ATL operators for representing agents’ knowledge: \( K_a \varphi \) reads as “agent \( a \) knows that \( \varphi \)”. Additional
operators $E_A \varphi$, $C_A \varphi$, and $D_A \varphi$, where $A$ is a set of agents, refer to mutual knowledge ("everybody knows"), common knowledge, and distributed knowledge among the agents from $A$. Thus, $E_A \varphi$ means that every agent in $A$ knows that $\varphi$ holds, while $C_A \varphi$ means not only that the agents from $A$ know that $\varphi$, but they also know that they know it, and that they know that they know that they know it, etc. The distributed knowledge modality $D_A \varphi$ expresses that if the agents could share their individual information they would be able to recognize that $\varphi$.

Models for atel extend concurrent game structures with epistemic accessibility relations $\sim_1, \ldots, \sim_k \subseteq Q \times Q$ (one per agent) for modeling agents’ uncertainty. We will call such models concurrent epistemic game structures (CEGS) in the rest of the paper. Agent $a$’s epistemic relation is meant to encode $a$’s inability to distinguish between the (global) system states: $q \sim_a q'$ means that, while the system is in state $q$, agent $a$ cannot determine whether it is in $q$ or $q'$. Then, the semantics of $K_a$ is defined as:

$$M, q \models K_a \varphi \iff M, q' \models \varphi \text{ for every } q' \text{ such that } q \sim_a q'.$$

**Example 9.** Consider model $M_2$ from Figure 1B, with the epistemic link between states $q_1$ and $q_2$ (we omit the reflexive indistinguishability links from $q_0$ to $q_0$, $q_1$ to $q_1$, etc. to make the figure easier to read). This time, the scenario is more realistic: the robber does not know the correct code. Thus, one cannot expect him to be able to open the safe. Still, in atel, we have that $M_2, q_0 \models \langle \langle r \rangle \rangle \diamond \text{open};$ the same (non-uniform) strategy as in Example 5 can be used to demonstrate this. Moreover, we have even that $M_2, q_0 \models K_r \langle \langle r \rangle \rangle \diamond \text{open}$: using knowledge operators does not help, because cooperation modalities are still underpinned by a notion of strategy that does not agree with imperfect information of agents. This is a fundamental problem with atel, which we discuss briefly in Section 2.3.

Relations $\sim^E_A$, $\sim^C_A$, and $\sim^D_A$, used to model group epistemics, are derived from the individual relations of agents from $A$. First, $\sim^E_A$ is the union of relations $\sim_a$, $a \in A$. Next, $\sim^C_A$ is defined as the transitive closure of $\sim^E_A$. Finally, $\sim^D_A$ is the intersection of all the $\sim_a$, $a \in A$. The semantics of group knowledge can be defined as below (for $K = C, E, D$):

$$M, q \models K_A \varphi \iff M, q' \models \varphi \text{ for every } q' \text{ such that } q \sim^K_A q'.$$

Note that $K_a \equiv C_{\{a\}} \equiv E_{\{a\}} \equiv D_{\{a\}}$, so individual knowledge operators $K_a$ are actually redundant.

In order to explore the subtleties of collective play, we extend the model from Figure 1B slightly: the pattern is the same, but more complex properties can be demonstrated.

---

4. The relations are assumed to be equivalences.
Figure 2. Gambling Robots game. Nodes represent global states of the system; arrows denote transitions, labeled with combinations of actions from all the agents. Dashed lines indicate states that are indistinguishable for respective agents. Actions of the environment agent are omitted from the picture to make it easier to read. As epistemic relations are by definition reflexive, we omit reflexive epistemic links too.

Example 10 (Gambling Robots). — Two robots \((a\) and \(b\)) play a simple card game. The deck consists of Ace, King and Queen \((A, K, Q)\). Normally, it is assumed that \(A\) is the best card, \(K\) the second best, and \(Q\) the worst; so, \(A\) beats \(K\) and \(Q\), \(K\) beats \(Q\), and \(Q\) beats no card. At the beginning of the game, the “environment” agent deals a random card to both robots (actions \(\text{deal}_{AK}, \text{deal}_{AQ}, \ldots, \text{deal}_{QK}\)), so that each player can see his own card, but he does not know the card of the other player. Then robot \(a\) can choose to exchange his card for the one remaining in the deck (action \(\text{exch}\)), or he can keep the current one (\(\text{keep}\)). At the same time, robot \(b\) can change the priorities of the cards to a Rochambeau-like game (that is, \(A\) still beats \(K\) and \(K\) beats \(Q\), but \(Q\) becomes better than \(A\)), or he can do nothing \((\text{nop})\), i.e. leave the priorities unchanged. If \(a\) has a better card than \(b\) after that, then a win is scored, otherwise the game ends in a “losing” state.

A CEGS for the game is shown in Figure 2; we will refer to the model as \(M_3\) throughout the rest of the paper. State \(q_0\) represents the situation before, and states \(q_{AK}, \ldots, q_{QK}\) after the cards have been dealt (each \(q_{c_1c_2}\) stands for the situation when \(a\) has got card \(c_1\), and \(b\) has got card \(c_2\)). Actions of the environment are omitted from the figure for the sake of readability. Similarly to the previous example, \(M_3, q_0 \models \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle \circ \text{win}\) (and even \(M_3, q_0 \models C_{(a,b)} \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle \circ \text{win}\)), but there is no uniform strategy to achieve this: in order to win, \(a\) must exchange his card in state \(q_{QK}\), so \(a\) must exchange his card in \(q_{QA}\) too (if we require uniformity), and playing \(\text{exch}\) in \(q_{QA}\)
leads to the losing state. So, again, we have $\langle\langle a, b\rangle\rangle \diamond \text{win}$, although intuitively $\{a, b\}$ have no feasible way of ensuring a win. 

2.3. Problems with ATEL

It has been pointed out in several places that the meaning of ATEL formulae can be counterintuitive (Jamroga 2003, Jamroga et al. 2004, Jonker 2003). Most importantly, one would expect that an agent’s ability to achieve property $\varphi$ should imply that the agent has enough control and knowledge to identify and execute a strategy that enforces $\varphi$ (cf. also (Schobbens 2004)). ATEL adds to ATL the vocabulary of epistemic logic; still, in ATEL the strategic and epistemic layers are combined as if they were independent. They should be – if we do not ask whether the agents in question are able to identify and execute their strategies. They should not if we want to interpret strategies as executable plans, about which the agents know that they guarantee achieving the goal.

First of all, executable plans should not specify different actions in indistinguishable states. Most (if not all) current approaches to strategic ability under imperfect information (Jamroga et al. 2004, Schobbens 2004, Jonker 2003, van Otterloo et al. 2004, Herzig et al. 2006), agree with the postulate from (Jamroga 2003) that only uniform strategies should be considered in the semantics of $\langle\langle A\rangle\rangle$. Formally, strategy $s_a$ is uniform iff $q \sim_a q'$ implies that $s_a(q) = s_a(q')$; a collective strategy $S_A$ is uniform iff it consists of only uniform individual strategies. In other words, agents make choices with respect to their local (epistemic) states rather than global states of the system. Agents are assumed to know their available actions (i.e., the choices open to them), so they must have the same choices in indistinguishable states. That is, from now on we consider only models in which $q \sim_a q'$ implies $d(a, q) = d(a, q')$.

Second, it was suggested in (Jamroga et al. 2004) that, when reasoning about what an agent can enforce, it seems more appropriate to require the agent to know his winning strategy rather than to know only that such a strategy exists. This problem is closely related to the distinction between knowledge de re and knowledge de dicto, well known in the philosophy of language (Quine 1956), as well as research on the interaction between knowledge and action (Moore 1985, Morgenstern 1991, Wooldridge 2000). One can naturally distinguish at least four different levels of strategic ability (cf. (Jamroga et al. 2004)):

1) Agent $a$ has a strategy “de re” to enforce $\varphi$, i.e., he has an executable winning strategy and knows the strategy (he “knows how to play”);
2) Agent $a$ has a strategy “de dicto” to enforce $\varphi$ (i.e., he knows only that some executable winning strategy is available);
3) Agent $a$ has an executable strategy to enforce $\varphi$ (but not necessarily even knows about it):
4) Agent $a$ may happen to behave in such a way that $\varphi$ is enforced. However, the behavior can have no executable specification (i.e., there might be no uniform strategy that describes it).

Obviously, $(1) \Rightarrow (2) \Rightarrow (3) \Rightarrow (4)$, but not the other way around. We do think that all of these concepts can be useful for reasoning about strategic ability under imperfect information. However, we believe that $(1)$ is particularly important and natural. Unfortunately, ATEL enables to express only ability of type $(4)$, as Example 9 showed. Several variations on “$\text{ATL}$ with imperfect information” have been proposed as alternatives, yet none of them seems the ultimate definitive solution. We summarize the most important proposals in the following sections.

2.4. First try: ATEL with uniform strategies

The first attempt to cope with these problems was presented in (Jamroga 2003), where it was proposed that only uniform strategies should be used in the semantics of cooperation modalities. “Uniform $\text{ATEL}$” ($\text{U-ATEL}$) captures ability of type $(2)$ and $(3)$: $\langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \varphi$ says that $a$ has a uniform strategy to achieve $\varphi$, and $K_a \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \varphi$ denotes having a strategy “de dicto”. However, knowing how to play still cannot be expressed.

Example 11. — Consider model $M_2$ from Figure 1B, and assume that $q_1$ is the current state. The robber does have a uniform strategy to open the safe in one step (play $\text{type0}$ at $q_1$ and $q_2$, and $\text{nop}$ elsewhere), and indeed $M_2, q_1 \models \langle \langle r \rangle \rangle \circ \text{open}$. He also knows that such a strategy is available, and we have $M_2, q_1 \models K_r \langle \langle r \rangle \rangle \circ \text{open}$ (in every state $q$ such that $q_1 \sim_r q$, $M, q \models \langle \langle r \rangle \rangle \circ \text{open}$). Still, the robber does not know how to play in $q_1$ to achieve $\text{open}$, and this property has no $\text{U-ATEL}$ counterpart. Note also that $M_2, q_0 \models \neg \langle \langle \rangle \rangle \circ \text{open} \land \langle \langle \emptyset \rangle \rangle \circ \langle \langle r \rangle \rangle \circ \text{open}$, and $M_2, q_0 \models \neg K_r \langle \langle r \rangle \rangle \circ \text{open} \land K_r \langle \langle \emptyset \rangle \rangle \circ K_r \langle \langle r \rangle \rangle \circ \text{open}$ (the robber has no strategy to open the safe in $q_0$, but he can simply wait a moment, and he will magically get one), which suggests that one should be careful when talking about abilities of type $(2)$ and $(3)$.

Likewise, for the gambling robots we have $M_3, q_0 \models \neg \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \circ \text{win}$, and even $M_3, q_0 \models \neg \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle \circ \text{win}$ (see Section 2.2). On the other hand, $M_3, q_{AK} \models \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \circ \text{win} \land K_a \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \circ \text{win}$.

2.5. Aggregating initial states: “feasible ATEL”

“Feasible $\text{ATEL}$” (Jonker 2003), which we will sometimes call $\text{F-ATEL}$, is an update of $\text{ATEL}$, in which the “perfect information” cooperation modalities are kept, but the language is extended with new modalities: $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle^f$, $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle^g$, $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle^C$, $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle^K$, and $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle^M$, that represent agents’ ability to find a suitable uniform strategy, with the semantics summarized below:
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$M, q \models \langle A \rangle_f \bigcirc \varphi$ iff there is a uniform collective strategy $S_A$ such that, for every

$\Lambda \in \text{out}(q, S_A)$, we have $M, \Lambda[1] \models \varphi$.

For $\langle A \rangle_f \Box \varphi$ and $\langle A \rangle_f \varphi \psi$: analogously;

$M, q \models \langle A \rangle_{\forall E}^f \bigcirc \varphi$ iff there is a uniform collective strategy $S_A$ such that, for every

$q'$ such that $q \sim_E^f q'$, and for every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(q', S_A)$, we have $M, \Lambda[1] \models \varphi$.

For $\langle A \rangle_{\forall E}^f \Box \varphi$ and $\langle A \rangle_{\forall E}^f \varphi \psi$: analogously;

$M, q \models \langle A \rangle_{\forall C}^f \bigcirc \varphi$ iff there is a uniform collective strategy $S_A$ such that, for every

$q'$ such that $q \sim_C^f q'$, and for every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(q', S_A)$, we have $M, \Lambda[1] \models \varphi$.

For $\langle A \rangle_{\forall C}^f \Box \varphi$ and $\langle A \rangle_{\forall C}^f \varphi \psi$: analogously;

$M, q \models \langle A \rangle_{\forall M}^f \bigcirc \varphi$ iff there is a uniform collective strategy $S_A$ and state $q'$ with

$q \sim_M^f q'$, such that, for every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(q', S_A)$, we have $M, \Lambda[1] \models \varphi$.

For $\langle A \rangle_{\forall M}^f \Box \varphi$ and $\langle A \rangle_{\forall M}^f \varphi \psi$: analogously.

The idea of cooperation modalities with subscripts that indicate the epistemic “mode”,

in which coalition $A$ can identify their winning strategy, was further developed in the

logic of ATOL, which we present in Section 2.6.

We note that “Uniform ATEL” can be seen as a subset of “Feasible ATEL”, as the

meaning of $\langle A \rangle \varphi$ proposed in (Jamroga 2003) is, for agents playing memoryless

strategies, equivalent to $\langle A \rangle_f \varphi$ from (Jonker 2003).

2.6. Going for expressive power: ATOL

Alternating-time Temporal Observational Logic (ATOL), proposed in (Jamroga et

al. 2004), follows the same perspective, but it offers a richer language of strategic

operators to express subtle differences between various kinds of collective abilities of

teams. In this paper, we use the notation proposed in (Jamroga et van der Hoek 2005c).

The informal meaning of $\langle A \rangle_{\forall \varphi}$ is: “group $A$ has a (memoryless uniform) strategy

to enforce $\varphi$, and agents $\Gamma$ can identify the strategy as successful for $A$ in the epistemic

sense $\varphi$”. For instance, $M, q \models \langle A \rangle_{D \varphi}$ if there is $S_A$ such that, for every $q'$ with

$q \sim_D^f q'$, and every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(q', S_A)$, we have that $\varphi$ is true for $A$.

Formally, let $\varphi = E, C, D$. The semantics of the enhanced cooperation modalities

can be defined as follows:

$M, q \models \langle A \rangle_{\forall \varphi}$ iff there is a collective memoryless uniform strategy $S_A$

such that, for every $q'$ with $q \sim_{\varphi}^E q'$, and every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(q', S_A)$, we have that

$M, \Lambda[1] \models \varphi$.

For $\langle A \rangle_{\forall \varphi}$ and $\langle A \rangle_{\forall \varphi} \psi$: analogously.
EXAMPLE 12. — Coming back to our gambling robots, it is easy to see that \( M_3, q_0 \models \neg \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle_{K(a)} \diamond \text{win} \), because, for every \( a \)'s (uniform) strategy, if it guarantees a win in e.g. state \( q_{AK} \) then it fails in \( q_{AQ} \) (and similarly for other pairs of indistinguishable states). Let us also observe that \( M_3, q_0 \models \neg \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle_{E(\{a,b\})} \diamond \text{win} \): in order to win, \( a \) must exchange his card in state \( q_{KQ} \), so he must exchange his card in \( q_{QA} \) too (by uniformity), and playing \( \text{exch} \) in \( q_{QA} \) leads to the losing state. On the other hand, \( M_3, q_{AQ} \models \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle_{E(\{a,b\})} \circ \text{win} \) (a winning strategy: \( s_0(q_{AK}) = s_0(q_{AQ}) = \text{keep} \), \( s_0(q_{KQ}) = s_0(q_{AQ}) = \text{nop} \); \( q_{AK}, q_{AQ}, q_{KQ} \) are the states that must be considered by a and b in \( q_{AQ} \)). Still, \( M_3, q_{AK} \models \neg \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle_{E(\{a,b\})} \circ \text{win} \).

\( \text{ATOL} \) allows us to express other ways of identifying a winning strategy too: we have that \( M_3, q_{AK} \models \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle_{D(\{a,b\})} \circ \text{win} \wedge \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle_{K(\{a\})} \circ \text{win} \) (the robots can identify the strategy if they share their views of the world; also, a can be the “boss” who points out the strategy), and \( M_3, q_{AQ} \models \neg \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle_{C(\{a,b\})} \circ \text{win} \) (despite both a, b knowing the winning strategy, they do not have common knowledge about it). \( \square \)

\( \text{ATOL} \) is quite expressive. However, it does not allow for combination of strategic ability and arbitrary epistemic modes – the operators \( \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle_{K(\Gamma)} \) are fixed by taking \( K \in \{C, E, D\} \). For example, \( \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle_{E_2E_1A} \phi \) is not a well formed \( \text{ATOL} \) formula – although it is easy to give an interpretation of such a formula in a similar manner to the other \( \text{ATOL} \) operators. Furthermore, the trebly parameterized cooperation modalities are rather baroque.

2.7. Elegance and simplicity: \( \text{ATL}_{ir} \)

Schobbens (Schobbens 2004) approached the problem of combining strategies with uncertainty on a more abstract level. He suggested that it makes sense to talk about agents with perfect as well as imperfect information on one hand, and perfect vs. imperfect recall on the other – and that these two fundamental semantic choices are orthogonal. This gives rise to four different logics of strategic ability: \( \text{ATL}_{IR} \) (for perfect Information and perfect Recall, i.e. the original \( \text{ATL} \)), \( \text{ATL}_{IR} \) (for imperfect Information and perfect Recall), etc. As we focus on imperfect information and memoryless strategies in this paper, the logic of \( \text{ATL}_{ir} \) is most interesting for us.

Informally, \( \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle_{ir} \phi \) holds in \( M, q \) iff there is a uniform collective strategy \( S_A \) such that, for every agent \( a \in A \), state \( q' \) with \( q \sim_A q' \), and path \( \Lambda \in \text{out}(q',S_A) \), we have that \( \phi \) is true for \( \Lambda \). In other words, there is a strategy such that everybody in \( A \) knows that executing this strategy will bring about \( \phi \). Formally:

\[ M, q \models \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle_{ir} \diamond \phi \] iff there is a uniform collective strategy \( S_A \) such that, for every \( a \in A \), \( q' \) such that \( q \sim_A q' \), and path \( \Lambda \in \text{out}(S_A,q') \), we have \( M, \lambda[1] \models \phi \).

For \( \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle_{ir} \square \phi \) and \( \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle_{ir} \phi U \psi \): analogously.
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**Example 13.** — For our gambling robots, we get e.g. that: $M_3, q_0 \models \neg \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle_{ir} \diamond \text{win}$, $M_3, q_0 \models \neg \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle_{ir} \diamond \text{win}$, $M_3, q_{AQ} \models \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle_{ir} \Box \text{win}$, and $M_3, q_{AK} \models \neg \langle \langle a, b \rangle \rangle_{ir} \Box \text{win}$. □

Note that $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle_{ir} \Phi$ is equivalent to the “Feasible ATEL” formula $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle_{E(A)} \Phi$, and the ATOL formula $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle_{E(A)} \Phi$. Moreover, it is not possible to express in $\text{ATL}_{ir}$ that $A$ have common knowledge about the successful strategy, or that they are able to identify it if they share their information etc. On the other hand, $\text{ATL}_{ir}$ stands out among the existing proposals for its simplicity and conceptual clarity, and can be treated as the “core”, minimal $\text{ATL}$-based language for ability under imperfect information.

The following proposition sums up some of the results presented in (Schobbens 2004, Jamroga et Dix 2006a, Jamroga et al. 2004):

**Proposition 14.** — Model checking “Feasible ATEL”, $\text{ATL}_{ir}$ and ATOL is $\Delta^P_2$-complete in the number of transitions (and epistemic links) in the model, and the length of the formula.

In Section 3, we will propose Constructive Strategic Logic (CSL) which strictly subsumes ATOL, while sharing (in our opinion) the elegance of $\text{ATL}_{ir}$, and model checking complexity of all of the approaches discussed above. The main idea behind CSL is that we would like to express various levels of ability with combinations of some kind of epistemic operators with some kind of cooperation modalities. Before we present our proposal, we want to mention two logics that, to a limited extent, have achieved a similar trait. The logics are briefly presented in Sections 2.8 and 2.9.

### 2.8. Abilities of rational players: ETSL

Epistemic Temporal Strategic Logic (van Otterloo et al. 2004) digs deeper in the repository of game theory, and focuses on the concept of undominated strategies. Its variant of the cooperation modalities has a different flavor than the ones from $\text{ATL}$, ATEL, ATOL etc. In a way, $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle_{ir} \phi$ in ETSL can be summarized as: “if $A$ play rationally to achieve $\phi$ (meaning: they never play a dominated strategy), they will achieve $\phi$”.

ETSL is underpinned by several interesting concepts. Unfortunately, its original semantics from (van Otterloo et al. 2004) comes with a plethora of auxiliary functions and definitions (and a couple of omissions), which make it rather hard to read. Moreover, the semantics is defined only for finite turn-based acyclic game models, and the satisfaction relation refers not only to models and states (respectively paths), but also to a fixed strategy $S_{Agt}$ (assumed to represent the current strategies of all agents). It has been shown in (Jamroga 2006), that the semantics can be extended to concurrent epistemic game structures, and given in a more compact way. Moreover, for “vanilla” ETSL formulae, it can be given via standard semantic clauses for state formulae,5 i.e., formulae in which every temporal operator is preceded by exactly one cooperation modality.

---

5. I.e., formulae in which every temporal operator is preceded by exactly one cooperation modality.
Let $M$ be a CEGS. First, we define the notion of domination as follows. Let $\Phi \equiv \circ \psi$, $\Box \psi$, or $\psi_1 U \psi_2$, where $\psi, \psi_1, \psi_2$ are “vanilla” ETSL formulae. Moreover, let $|\Phi|$ denote the set of paths for which $\Phi$ holds; formally, $|\circ \psi| = \{ \Lambda | M, \Lambda[1] \models \psi \}$, $|\Box \psi| = \{ \Lambda | \forall_i M, \Lambda[i] \models \psi \}$, and $|\psi_1 U \psi_2| = \{ \Lambda | \exists_i (M, \Lambda[i] \models \psi_2 \land \forall_{0 \leq j < i} M, \Lambda[j] \models \psi_1) \}$. Then, strategy $S_A$ dominates strategy $T_A$ wrt. $M, q, \Phi$ iff both of the following conditions hold:

1) for every $q'$ with $q \sim_E M, q'$: if $\text{out}(q', T_A) \subseteq |\Phi|$ then also $\text{out}(q', S_A) \subseteq |\Phi|$;

2) there is $q'$ such that $q \sim_E M, q'$, and $\text{out}(q', S_A) \subseteq |\Phi|$, and $\text{out}(q', T_A) \not\subseteq |\Phi|$.

Strategy $S_A$ is undominated wrt. $M, q, \Phi$ iff there is no strategy that dominates $S_A$ wrt $M, q, \Phi$.

Now the semantics of $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle$ in ETSL can be expressed entirely in terms of models and their states:

$M, q \models \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \circ \varphi$ iff for every strategy $S_A$, undominated wrt $M, q, \circ \varphi$, and every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(q, S_A)$, we have that $M, \Lambda[1] \models \varphi$.

For $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Box \varphi$ and $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \varphi U \psi$: analogously.

The relationship between ETSL and Constructive Strategic Logic is briefly discussed in Section 4.4. We conjecture that neither of them subsumes the other, but there are several interesting associations. The most interesting feature of ETSL is perhaps the fact that, by combining standard epistemic operators and its non-standard cooperation modalities, we can capture “knowing how to play” for individual agents (although this does not extend to collective agents), see (Jamroga 2006) or Section 4.4 for more details.

2.9. Explicit actions: ATEL-A

In AT(E)L, it is not possible to refer directly to particular actions in the logical language. For example, it is not possible to express the fact that “if agent $i$ chooses action $\alpha$, then formula $\varphi$ will necessarily be true in the next moment”. ATEL-A (Ågotnes 2006) allows such expressions by introducing names of actions, in addition to names of agents, inside cooperation modalities. For instance, the above expression can be written as $\langle \langle \alpha_i \rangle \rangle \circ \varphi$. This makes it possible to capture the levels of ability, discussed in Section 2.3, in the limited case of properties that can be achieved in one step:

4. (3) $\langle i \rangle \circ \varphi$: agent $i$ may behave in such a way that $\varphi$ is enforced next. Note that there is no difference between (4) and (3) when we only talk about the next state – then uniformity does not play any role;

2) $K_i \langle i \rangle \circ \varphi$: agent $i$ has a strategy “de dicto” to enforce $\varphi$ next;

1) $\bigvee_{\alpha \in A} K_i \langle \alpha_i \rangle \circ \varphi$: agent $i$ has a strategy “de re” to enforce $\varphi$ next.
Because of explicit actions, ATEL-A is not directly comparable to the logics considered in this paper, and we will not discuss ATEL-A further.

2.10. Other possibilities

In the original formulation of ATL, agents were assumed to have perfect recall of the game, in the sense that they could base their decisions on sequences of states rather than on single states. Variants of ATL for perfect recall and imperfect information have also been considered, cf. $\text{ATL}^\text{iR}$ (Schobbens 2004) and $\text{ATEL}^\text{-R}$ (Jamroga et al. 2004). However, as agents seldom have unlimited memory, and logics of strategic ability with imperfect information and perfect recall are believed to have undecidable model checking (Alur et al. 2002, Schobbens 2004), we do not investigate this variant of ability here.

Yet another, very recent, proposal (Herzig et al. 2006) approaches the problem of strategic abilities under imperfect information within the framework of STIT (the logic of seeing to it that). STIT shares many similarities with ATL, but it comes from a different tradition, and its technical formulation is markedly different from that of ATL. Thus, in order to analyze STIT-based proposals in our new framework, one must first establish the precise relationship between both frameworks, i.e., compare models, semantics, expressive power, pragmatics (e.g., verification issues) etc. Several important results in this respect have already been reported (Wölfl 2004, Broersen, Herzig et Troquard 2006), but there is still much to be done.

3. Constructive strategic logic: a new semantics for ability and knowledge

ATOL covers more cases than $\text{ATL}^\text{iR}$ and “Feasible ATEL”, and it is not committed to any notion of rationality (unlike ETSL). One major drawback of ATOL is that it vastly increases the number of modal operators necessary to express properties of agents. For team $A$, a whole family of cooperation modalities $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle_{K(\Gamma)}$ is used (instead of a single modality $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle$ in ATL) to specify who should identify the right strategy for $A$, in what way etc. It would be much more elegant to modify the semantics of “simple” cooperation modalities $\langle A \rangle$ and/or epistemic operators, so that they can be composed into sufficiently expressive formulae. The problem with strategic ability under uncertainty is that, when analyzing consequences of their strategies, agents must consider also the outcome paths starting from states other than the current state — namely, from all states that look the same as the current state. Thus, a property of a strategy being successful with respect to goal $\varphi$ is not local to the current state; the same strategy must be successful in all “opening” states being considered. In order to capture this feature of strategic ability under imperfect information, we change the type of the satisfaction relation $|=\cdot$, and define what it means for a formula $\varphi$ to be satisfied in a set of states $Q \subseteq St$ of model $M$. To our best knowledge, nobody has used this kind of semantics yet.
Moreover, we extend the language of ATEL with unary “constructive knowledge” operators \( k_a \), one for each agent \( a \), that yield the set of states, indistinguishable from the current state from \( a \)’s perspective. Constructive common, mutual, and distributed knowledge are formalized via operators \( C_A, E_A, D_A \).

3.1. Language and semantics

The language of Constructive Strategic Logic (CSL) includes atomic propositions, Boolean connectives, strategic formulae, standard epistemic operators, and constructive knowledge operators for groups of agents (individual knowledge can be defined as a special case of collective knowledge – see below):

\[
\varphi ::= p | \neg \varphi | \varphi \land \varphi | \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Box \varphi | \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Diamond \varphi | \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \varphi U \varphi | C_A \varphi | E_A \varphi | D_A \varphi | C_A \varphi | E_A \varphi | D_A \varphi.
\]

where \( A \) is a set of agents.

Remark 15. — As we will show in Section 7.2, standard knowledge can be defined as a special kind of constructive knowledge, and therefore the standard knowledge operators do not have to be included in the language. However, rather than immediately deriving \( C_A, E_A, D_A \) from \( C_A, E_A, D_A \), we choose to give the semantic clauses for all of them, and only later prove the relationship formally.

Models are concurrent epistemic game structures again; that is, we interpret the formulae of CSL over exactly the same class of models which was used for ATEL, ATL, ATL etc. To recapitulate, a CEGS can be defined as a tuple

\[
M = \langle \text{Ag}, St, \Pi, \pi, \text{Act}, d, o, \sim_1, \ldots, \sim_k \rangle,
\]

where:

- \( \text{Ag} \) is a finite nonempty set of all agents,
- \( St \) is a nonempty set of states,
- \( \Pi \) is a set of atomic propositions,
- \( \pi : St \to P(\Pi) \) is a valuation of propositions,
- \( \text{Act} \) is a nonempty set of (atomic) actions;
- function \( d : \text{Ag} \times St \to P(\text{Act}) \) defines actions available to an agent in a state;
- \( d(a, q) \neq \emptyset \) for all \( a \in \text{Ag}, q \in St \),
- \( o \) is a (deterministic) transition function that assigns an outcome state to each combination of a state and a vector of actions (one action per agent). That is, \( o(q, \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_k) \in St \) for every \( q \in St \) and \( \langle \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_k \rangle \in d(1, q) \times \cdots \times d(k, q) \);
- \( \sim_1, \ldots, \sim_k \subseteq St \times St \) are epistemic accessibility relations, one per agent. It is assumed that each \( \sim_a \) is an equivalence relation, and that \( q \sim_a q' \) implies \( d(a, q) = d(a, q') \).

Again, a (memoryless) strategy \( s_a \) of agent \( a \) is a conditional plan represented by function \( s_a : St \to \text{Act} \) such that \( s_a(q) \in d(a, q) \) for every \( q \). A collective
strategy $S_A$ is a tuple of strategies, one per agent from $A$. Strategy $s_a$ is uniform iff $q \sim_a q'$ implies $s_a(q) = s_a(q')$; a collective strategy is uniform iff it consists of only uniform individual strategies. A path $\Lambda$ is an infinite sequence of states that can be effected by subsequent transitions; by $\Lambda[i]$, we denote the $i$th position on path $\Lambda$. Function $\text{out}(q, S_A)$ returns the set of all paths that may result from agents $A$ executing strategy $S_A$ from state $q$ onward (see Section 2.1 for the precise definition). Collective epistemic relations are defined as: $\sim^C_A = \bigcap_{a \in A} \sim_a$, $\sim^E_A = \bigcup_{a \in A} \sim_a$; $\sim^C_A$ is defined as the transitive closure of $\sim^E_A$.

Now we define the notion of a formula $\varphi$ being satisfied by a (non-empty) set of states $Q$ in a model $M$, written $M, Q \models \varphi$. We will also write $M, q \models \varphi$ as a shorthand for $M, \{q\} \models \varphi$. Note that it is the latter notion of satisfaction (in single states) that we will ultimately be interested in – but that notion is defined in terms of the (more general) satisfaction in sets of states. Let $\text{img}(q, R)$ be the image of state $q$ with respect to binary relation $R$, i.e., the set of all states $q'$ such that $q R q'$. Moreover, we use $\text{out}(Q, S_A)$ as a shorthand for $\bigcup_{q \in Q} \text{out}(q, S_A)$, and $\text{img}(Q, R)$ as a shorthand for $\bigcup_{q \in Q} \text{img}(q, R)$. The new semantics is given through the following clauses.

In the semantics of cooperation modalities, only memoryless uniform strategies are considered.

$M, Q \models p$ if $p \in \pi(q)$ for every $q \in Q$;

$M, Q \models \neg \varphi$ if $M, Q \not\models \varphi$;

$M, Q \models \varphi \wedge \psi$ if $M, Q \models \varphi$ and $M, Q \models \psi$;

$M, Q \models \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Box \varphi$ if there exists $S_A$ such that, for every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(Q, S_A)$, we have that $M, \{\Lambda[1]\} \models \varphi$;

$M, Q \models \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Diamond \varphi$ if there exists $S_A$ such that, for every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(Q, S_A)$ and $i \geq 0$, we have $M, \{\Lambda[i]\} \models \varphi$;

$M, Q \models \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \varphi U \psi$ if there exists $S_A$ such that, for every $\Lambda \in \text{out}(Q, S_A)$, there is an $i \geq 0$ for which $M, \{\Lambda[i]\} \models \psi$ and $M, \{\Lambda[j]\} \models \varphi$ for every $0 \leq j < i$.

$M, Q \models K_A \varphi$ if $M, q \models \varphi$ for every $q \in \text{img}(Q, \sim^C_A)$ (where $K = C, E, D$).

$M, Q \models \hat{K}_A \varphi$ if $M, \text{img}(Q, \sim^C_A) \models \varphi$ (where $\hat{K} = C, E, D$ and $K = C, E, D$, respectively).

The satisfaction relation $\models$ gives us both the traditional notion of satisfaction in a state, and the more general notion of satisfaction in a set of states. As mentioned above, we are usually interested in the former, but in order to interpret, e.g., an expression such as $C_A \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Box p$ in a single state, we must interpret the subexpression $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Box p$ in a set of states.
Formally, the language includes only operators for representing knowledge of teams. However, individual knowledge operators can be defined in the usual manner as:

\[ K_a \varphi \equiv C_{\langle a \rangle} \varphi, \text{ and} \]
\[ \text{\ } K_a \varphi \equiv C_{\{a\}} \varphi. \]

As a brief example, take the formula \( \varphi = K_a \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \psi \) where \( a \) is an agent. We have that \( M, q \models \varphi \) iff there is a strategy \( S_a \) for \( a \) such that for every \( \Lambda \in \text{out}(\text{img}(q, \sim_a), S_a) \), \( M, \Lambda[1] \models \psi \); in other words iff there is an (executable) strategy for \( a \) which is successful (achieves \( \psi \) in the next state) in all the states that \( a \) considers to be possible. Or, in the terminology of Section 2.3, \( a \) knows a winning strategy – \( a \) has a strategy de re (for achieving \( \psi \)). We will discuss how the logic captures many subtly different properties of ability under imperfect information in more detail in Section 4, after we have clarified a few additional fundamental issues.

We employ the usual definition of the “sometime” operator:

\[ \Diamond \varphi \equiv \top U \varphi \]

We will also use derived propositional connectives. However, the exact meaning of these in the non-standard semantics must be carefully studied, and we will do that in Section 3.2. The CSL concept of validity is discussed in Section 3.3.

A note on notation: as above, we will henceforth use \( K_A \) to denote an arbitrary standard knowledge operator for agents \( A \) (i.e., \( C_A, E_A \) or \( D_A \)), and we use \( \hat{K}_A \) to denote the constructive knowledge operator corresponding to \( K_A \), i.e., \( \hat{C}_A = C_A, \hat{E}_A = E_A \) and \( \hat{D}_A = D_A \). We use \( K, K', K_1, K_2 \) etc. to denote arbitrary standard knowledge operators for arbitrary sets of agents, and, again, \( \hat{K}, \hat{K}', \hat{K}_1, \hat{K}_2 \) etc. to denote the corresponding constructive modalities.

### 3.2. Additional operators

In addition to the derived operators introduced in Section 3.1, we use a slightly unusual definition of the Boolean “false” and “true” constants:

\[ \bot \equiv \langle \langle \emptyset \rangle \rangle (p \land \neg p) U (p \land \neg p), \text{ where } p \text{ is an arbitrary primitive proposition,} \]
\[ \top \equiv \langle \langle \emptyset \rangle \rangle (\neg \bot) U (\neg \bot) \]
and the usual definition of Boolean connectives:

\[
\varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2 \equiv \neg (\neg \varphi_1 \land \neg \varphi_2), \\
\varphi_1 \rightarrow \varphi_2 \equiv \neg \varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2, \text{ and} \\
\varphi_1 \leftrightarrow \varphi_2 \equiv (\varphi_1 \rightarrow \varphi_2) \land (\varphi_2 \rightarrow \varphi_2).
\]

The above Boolean operators have the following semantic characterizations:

**Proposition 16.** —

1) \(M, Q \not|\bot\) for all \(Q \subseteq St, Q \neq \emptyset\).
2) \(M, Q \models T\) for all \(Q \subseteq St, Q \neq \emptyset\).
3) \(M, Q \models \varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2\) iff \(M, Q \models \varphi_1\) or \(M, Q \models \varphi_2\).
4) \(M, Q \models \varphi_1 \rightarrow \varphi_2\) iff \(M, Q \models \varphi_1\) implies \(M, Q \models \varphi_2\).
5) \(M, Q \models \varphi_1 \leftrightarrow \varphi_2\) iff we have that \(M, Q \models \varphi_1\) iff \(M, Q \models \varphi_2\).

**Proof.** —

1) Suppose that \(M, Q \not|\bot\) for some \(Q \neq \emptyset\). Then \(M, Q \models \langle \emptyset \rangle (p \land \neg p) \cup (p \land \neg p)\), so for all paths \(\Lambda\) starting from the states in \(Q\) we have \(M, \Lambda[0] \models p \land \neg p\). That is, for all \(q \in Q\): \(M, q \models p \land \neg p\). As \(Q\) is nonempty, there is at least one such \(q\). But that means that \(p \in \pi(q)\) and \(p \notin \pi(q)\), which cannot be the case.

2) Analogous.

3) \(M, Q \models \varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2\) iff \(M, Q \models \neg (\neg \varphi_1 \land \neg \varphi_2)\) iff \(M, Q \not|\neg \varphi_1 \land \neg \varphi_2\) iff \(M, Q \not|\neg \varphi_1\) or \(M, Q \not|\neg \varphi_2\) iff \(M, Q \models \varphi_1\) or \(M, Q \models \varphi_2\).

4), 5) Straightforward from the above.

To conclude the analysis of standard connectives in this (rather non-standard) setting, we observe that the \(\neg\) operator behaves like classical negation: it obeys the law of double negation, the law of excluded middle, and the consistency requirement in every possible context:

**Proposition 17.** — We have the following for every \(M\) and \(Q \subseteq St\):

1) \(M, Q \models \neg \neg \varphi \leftrightarrow \varphi\).
2) \(M, Q \models \varphi \lor \neg \varphi\).
3) \(M, Q \models \neg (\varphi \land \neg \varphi)\).

**Proof.** — Straightforward from Proposition 16 and the semantic definition of \(\neg\).

It should be noted that there are other possibilities for defining negation, disjunction and implication, corresponding to the different ways of quantifying over the set \(Q\). We discuss the issue in more detail in Section 7.

---

6. The reason why we use the above definitions of \(\top\) and \(\bot\) instead of the more common ones: \(\bot \equiv p \land \neg p\), \(\top \equiv \neg \bot\) is that in the restricted language CSL\(^-\), discussed in Section 6.3, certain formulae are disallowed, namely the ones in which negation (or a sequence of conjunctions, followed by negation) follows a constructive knowledge operator. Defining the Boolean constants the way we do, we make sure that no unraveling of \(\top\) or \(\bot\) will ever lead to such a formula.
3.3. Validity

We say that a formula is \textit{weakly valid} (or simply \textit{valid}) if it is satisfied individually by each state in every model, i.e., if \( M, q \models \varphi \) for all models \( M \) and states \( q \) in \( M \). It is \textit{strongly valid} if it is satisfied by all non-empty sets in all models; i.e., if for each \( M \) and every non-empty set of states \( Q \) it is the case that \( M, Q \models \varphi \). We are ultimately interested in the former (see Remark 19 below). The importance of strong validity, on the other hand, lies in the fact that strong validity of \( \varphi \leftrightarrow \psi \) makes \( \varphi \) and \( \psi \) completely interchangeable (cf. Proposition 20.2). It is not difficult to see that the same is not true for weak validity.

\begin{proposition}

1) Strong validity implies validity.
2) Validity does not imply strong validity.
\end{proposition}

\begin{proof}

(1) Straightforward. (2) We here take the liberty to refer forward to some simple results we haven’t proven yet, because it is instructive to point out the distinction between weak and strong validity at this point. By Propositions 16.5 and 44, we have that for any \( M \) and set of states \( Q, M, Q \models \langle \emptyset \rangle \varphi \leftrightarrow \psi \) iff \( (\forall q \in Q) M, q \models \varphi \) iff \( M, Q \models \varphi \). It follows immediately that \( \langle \emptyset \rangle \varphi \leftrightarrow \psi \) is (weakly) valid, for any \( \varphi \). It follows from Lemma 38.1 that there is a \( M \) and a set of states \( Q \) and a formula \( \varphi \) such that \( M, Q \not\models \varphi \) but \( (\forall q \in Q) M, q \models \varphi \); thus \( \langle \emptyset \rangle \varphi \leftrightarrow \psi \) is not strongly valid.
\end{proof}

\begin{remark}

The term \textit{the logic} is sometimes understood as the set of all valid formulae in the logic. In this sense, we define \textit{the logic of CSL} as the set of all weakly valid formulae of CSL. In a similar way, we say that a formula \( \varphi \) is \textit{CSL-satisfiable} if it is weakly satisfiable in CSL, i.e., there is a model \( M \) and a state \( q \) such that \( M, q \models \varphi \).
\end{remark}

Propositions 16.4 and 16.5 from Section 3.2 have two important consequences. First, the rule of Modus Ponens is correct with respect to this semantics. Second, if \( \varphi_1 \leftrightarrow \varphi_2 \) is strongly valid, then formulae \( \varphi_1 \) and \( \varphi_1 \) are completely interchangeable under strong (and hence also weak) validity.

\begin{proposition}

1) If \( \varphi_1 \rightarrow \varphi_2 \) is strongly (resp. weakly) valid, and \( \varphi_1 \) is strongly (resp. weakly) valid, then \( \varphi_2 \) is strongly (resp. weakly) valid.
2) If \( \varphi_1 \leftrightarrow \varphi_2 \) is strongly valid, and \( \psi' \) is obtained from \( \psi \) through replacing an occurrence of \( \varphi_1 \) by \( \varphi_2 \), then \( M, Q \models \psi \) iff \( M, Q \models \psi' \).
\end{proposition}

\begin{proof}

Straightforward.
\end{proof}

4. Expressing agents’ strategic abilities

In the language of Constructive Strategic Logic, strategic properties of coalitions can be expressed in a flexible and elegant way. To support this claim, we first show that
the philosophical discourse on various levels of knowledge and ability, mentioned in Section 2.3, has its formal counterpart in CSL formulae. Then, we present a translation of ATL, ATOL and “Feasible ATL” to CSL, and thus prove that the latter embeds the former ones. We also discuss the relationship between ETS and CSL. To avoid confusion, we will use the satisfaction sign with subscripts ($\models_{\text{atl}}, \models_{\text{atol}}, \models_{\text{csl}}$ etc.), indicating which semantics is currently referred to.

4.1. Capturing levels of strategic power

The reason why we need to interpret formulae over sets of states is that we need non-standard epistemic operators: $M, q \models E_a \langle \phi \rangle$ expresses the fact that $a$ has a single strategy that enforces $\phi$ from all states indiscernible from $q$, instead of stating that $\phi$ can be achieved from every such state separately. Note that the latter property is very much in the spirit of standard epistemic logic, and indeed can be captured with the standard knowledge operator (via $K_a \langle \phi \rangle$). Speaking in more abstract terms:

1) $E_a \langle \phi \rangle$ refers to agent $a$ having a strategy “de re” to enforce $\phi$ (i.e. having a successful strategy and knowing the strategy);
2) $K_a \langle \phi \rangle$ refers to agent $a$ having a strategy “de dicto” to enforce $\phi$ (i.e. knowing only that some successful strategy is available);
3) $\langle \phi \rangle$ expresses that agent $a$ has a strategy to enforce $\phi$ from the current state (but not necessarily even knows about it).

Above, each of the three formulae are informally interpreted in an assumed (single) state $q$ of a model $M$, i.e., we discuss the meaning of, e.g., $M, q \models K_a \langle \phi \rangle$. The meaning of this formula in this single state is again defined by interpreting a subformula in a certain set of states. By strategies here, we only mean executable (i.e., uniform) strategies. Capturing different ability levels of coalitions is analogous, with various “epistemic modes” of collective recognizing the right strategy.

**Example 21.** — Robot $a$ has no winning strategy in the starting state of the game: $M_3, q_0 \models \neg \langle \phi \rangle \land \langle \text{win} \rangle$, which implies that it has neither a strategy “de re” nor “de dicto”: $M_3, q_0 \models \neg E_a \langle \phi \rangle \land \neg K_a \langle \phi \rangle \land \langle \text{win} \rangle$. On the other hand, he has a successful strategy in $q_{AK}$ (just play $\text{keep}$) and it knows it has one (because another action, $\text{exch}$, is bound to win in $q_{AQ}$); still, the knowledge is not constructive, since $a$ does not know which strategy is the right one in the current situation: $M_3, q_{AK} \models \langle \phi \rangle \Rightarrow \langle \text{win} \rangle \land K_a \langle \phi \rangle \Rightarrow \langle \text{win} \rangle \land \neg K_a \langle \phi \rangle \Rightarrow \langle \text{win} \rangle$.

Other properties of the gambling robots, that we discussed in Examples 13 and 12, can be easily expressed in the new logic by combining constructive knowledge with cooperation modalities: $M_3, q_0 \models \neg E_{\{a, b\}} \langle \phi \rangle \land \langle \text{win} \rangle$, $M_3, q_{AK} \models D_{\{a, b\}} \langle \phi \rangle \land K_a \langle \phi \rangle \Rightarrow \langle \text{win} \rangle \land \neg E_{\{a, b\}} \langle \phi \rangle \land \langle \text{win} \rangle \land \neg K_{\{a, b\}} \langle \phi \rangle \land \langle \text{win} \rangle \land M_3, q_{AQ} \models E_{\{a, b\}} \langle \phi \rangle \Rightarrow \langle \text{win} \rangle \land \neg C_{\{a, b\}} \langle \phi \rangle \Rightarrow \langle \text{win} \rangle$ etc. In fact, it turns out that the new logic is expressive enough to embed most approaches we have discussed. We present an appropriate translation in the next section.
EXAMPLE 22. — Consider a market model, depicted in Figure 3, which formalizes in a very simple way the scenario from Example 3. The economy is assumed to run in simple cycles: after the moment of bad economy (bad-market), there is always a good time for small and medium enterprises (s&m), after which the market tightens and an oligopoly emerges. At the end, the market gets stale, and we have stagnation and bad economy again.

The company \( c \) is the only agent whose actions are represented in the model. The company can wait (action wait) or decide to start production: either on its own (own-production), or as a subcontractor of a major company (subproduction). Both decisions can lead to either loss or success, depending on the current market conditions. However, the company management cannot recognize the market conditions: bad market, time for small and medium enterprises, and oligopoly market look the same to them, as the epistemic links for \( c \) indicate.

The company can call the services of two marketing experts. Expert 1 is a specialist on oligopoly, and can recognize oligopoly conditions (although she cannot distinguish between bad economy and s&m market). Expert 2 can recognize bad economy, but he cannot distinguish between other types of market. The experts’ actions have no influence on the actual transitions of the model, and are omitted from the graph in Figure 3. It is easy to see that the company cannot identify a successful strategy on its own: for instance, for the small and medium enterprises period, we have that \( M_4, q_1 \models \neg K_c \langle \langle c \rangle \rangle \Diamond \text{success} \). It is not even enough to call the help of a single expert: \( M_4, q_1 \models \neg K_1 \langle \langle c \rangle \rangle \Diamond \text{success} \land \neg K_2 \langle \langle c \rangle \rangle \Diamond \text{success} \), or to ask the experts to
Proof in the Appendix.

We summarize the model checking complexity results for CSL reduction, and the resulting formula, are linear in the length of the original formula.

Kinds of epistemic operators can be combined in a meaningful way. For example, constructive knowledge captures “knowing how to play”. We observe that both complex scheme that involves consulting them once again in the future: M, q₁ |= D_{1,2} c ∨ success.

Note that this is not true any more for bad market, i.e., M, q₀ |≡ ¬D_{1,2} c ∨ success, because c is a memoryless agent, and it has no uniform strategy to enforce success from q₀ at all. However, the experts can suggest a more complex scheme that involves consulting them once again in the future: M, q₀ |= D_{1,2} c ∨ D_{1,2} c ∨ success.

For strategic abilities, standard knowledge corresponds to knowing “de dicto”, while constructive knowledge captures “knowing how to play”. We observe that both kinds of epistemic operators can be combined in a meaningful way. For example, KₐKₐ b ∨ win says that agent a knows that player b knows how to win. Note that this is substantially different from KₐKₐ b ∨ win, which says that agent a can identify a strategy which b knows to be winning. Also, when interleaving epistemic operators with strategic operators, we can, e.g., describe an ability to acquire, distribute or maintain ability. For instance, Kₐ(ϕ₁) ∨ Kₐ b ∨ win means that a knows how to maintain b’s (constructive) ability to win, while Kₐ(ϕ₁) ∨ Kₐ b ∨ win says only that a knows that this is in principle possible, and Kₐ(ϕ₁) ∨ Kₐ b ∨ win says that a knows how to keep b aware that a winning strategy exists.

4.2. Expressivity of CSL

Let L be the logic of ATLₐᵣ, ATOL or F-ATEL, and let φ, ψ be formulae of L. Also, let K = C, E, D and K̃ = C̃, Ẽ, D̃, respectively. Then, let the translation function tr be defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
tr(φ \land ψ) &= tr(φ) \land tr(ψ) \\
tr(□φ) &= □tr(φ) \\
tr(⟨⟨φ⟩⟩_{ir}) &= B_{A}(⟨⟨φ⟩⟩_{ir})tr(φ) \\
tr(⟨⟨φ⟩⟩_{f}) &= ⟨⟨φ⟩⟩_{f}tr(φ) \\
tr(Kₐφ) &= Kₐtr(φ) \\
tr(\neg φ) &= \neg tr(φ) \\
tr(\neg(φ \land ψ)) &= \neg tr(φ) \land \neg tr(ψ) \\
tr(\neg □φ) &= □(\neg tr(φ)) \\
tr(\neg tr(ψ)) &= □(\neg tr(ψ)) \\
tr(φ U ψ) &= tr(φ) U tr(ψ) \\
tr(φ U ψ) &= tr(φ) U tr(ψ) \\
tr(φ U ψ) &= tr(φ) U tr(ψ) \\
tr(φ U ψ) &= tr(φ) U tr(ψ) \\
tr(\neg Kₐφ) &= \neg Kₐtr(φ) \\
\end{align*}
\]

The following result justifies the translation.

**Theorem 23.** — M, q |= c φ iff M, q |= c tr(φ).

*Proof in the Appendix.*

**Corollary 24.** — The translation yields a reduction of ATLₐᵣ, ATOL and “Feasible ATEL” model checking problems to CSL model checking. The time needed for the reduction, and the resulting formula, are linear in the length of the original formula. We summarize the model checking complexity results for CSL in Section 5.
Proposition 25. — Constructive Strategic Logic is strictly more expressive than ATL$\textit{ir}$, ATOL etc.

Proof. — It is sufficient to prove that there is a CSL formula $\varphi$ that has no ATOL equivalent (i.e., there is no ATOL formula which holds in exactly the same models and states as $\varphi$). Consider the formula $\varphi \equiv E_A E_A \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \psi$. For most models ($M_3$ from Figure 2 being an example) we have $\sim^D_A \subseteq \sim^E_A \subseteq \sim^E_A \circ \sim^E_A \subseteq \sim^C_A$, so $\varphi$ is equivalent to neither $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle D(A) \psi$, $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle E(A) \psi$, nor $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle C(A) \psi$. This is of course possible, because $E_A$ (similarly to $E_A$) is not a KD45 modality (see Theorem 40 in Section 6.4). ■

Note that the semantics of CSL is based on exactly the same class of models as ATEL, ATOL, ATL$\textit{ir}$ etc. (i.e., on CEGSS). Thus, the above translation can also be used for reduction of validity (resp. satisfiability) problems for ATL$\textit{ir}$, ATOL and “Feasible ATEL” to weak validity (resp. satisfiability) of CSL. By Theorem 23, we have the following.

Corollary 26. — ATL$\textit{ir}$, ATOL and “Feasible ATEL” can be embedded in CSL.

4.3. Constructive strategic logic vs. ATEL

As we already pointed out in Section 2.3, ATEL only enables expressing ability of type (4): the ATEL formula $\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \varphi$ says that agents $A$ may happen to behave in such a way that $\varphi$ is enforced (but there might be no executable strategy to enforce it). Thus, ATEL is about a kind of ability different from the “constructive” one we study in this paper. Formally, ATEL differs from CSL in two main ways. First, it does not require uniform strategies. Second, it does not have the constructive knowledge operators.

First, consider non-uniformity. Note that uniform strategies is not a new idea of CSL (see Section 2), and that the differences between the ATEL operators and the uniform variants used by CSL are also shared by all the previously studied logics using uniform strategies. We nevertheless comment briefly on the difference here. First, the “nexttime” fragment of ATEL can be embedded in CSL, as the following proposition shows. It should be remembered that the CEGSS used in ATEL are slightly more general than the ones used in CSL (and the other approaches we have discussed): they do not require that the same actions are available in indistinguishable states. Below we refer to such CEGSS as uniform CEGSS.

Proposition 27. — Let $\varphi$ be an ATEL formula that does not include operators $\Box$, $\mathcal{U}$ and $M$ be a uniform CEGS. Then, $M, q \models_{\text{atul}} \varphi$ iff $M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \varphi$.

Proof. — It is sufficient to note that $M, q \models_{\text{atul}} \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Box \varphi$ iff $M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Box \varphi$. Thus, we have that the “nexttime” formulae have the same semantics in both logics when interpreted at single states, and ATEL formulae include no “constructive” operators for aggregating sets of states. ■
Remark 28. — It is well known that cooperation modalities for strategies of perfect information (e.g., the ones in ATL and ATEL) have the following fixpoint characterizations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle A \rangle \Box \varphi & \iff \varphi \land \langle A \rangle \Box \langle A \rangle \Box \varphi, \\
\langle A \rangle \varphi U \psi & \iff \psi \lor \varphi \land \langle A \rangle \Box \langle A \rangle \Box \varphi U \psi.
\end{align*}
\]

For uniform information strategies, the above formulae are not valid any more (see below). Still, it would be possible to embed the whole ATEL in CSL if we included fixpoint operators in the latter. In that case, the following translation could be used to translate ATL/ATEL modalities to equivalent CSL counterparts:

\[
\begin{align*}
tr(\langle A \rangle \Box \varphi) &= \nu Z. \varphi \land \langle A \rangle \Box Z, \\
tr(\langle A \rangle \varphi U \psi) &= \mu Z. \psi \lor \varphi \land \langle A \rangle \Box \varphi U \psi.
\end{align*}
\]

We note that due to the uniformity of CSL strategies, the set of ATEL validities is not contained in CSL validities. A counter-example is the formula \(\langle r \rangle \Box \neg \text{jail} \iff \neg \text{jail} \land \langle r \rangle \Box \langle r \rangle \Box \neg \text{jail}\). It is valid in ATEL (it is an instance of the valid scheme that gives a characterization of “always” in terms of “next” in ATL and ATEL). Still, the formula is false in model \(M_2\) and state \(q_0\) from Example 9: the left hand side of the biconditional is false, but the right hand side is true in \(M_2, q_0\).

More importantly, we can show that CSL is more powerful than ATEL when we want to characterize sets of situations in actual systems. First, given a finite model, every ATEL formula has a CSL counterpart (i.e., a CSL formula which holds in exactly the same states). Second, CSL allows for finer-grained specifications than ATEL (in the sense that there are CSL formulae for which there are no ATEL formulae with the same extension). The result is formalized in Propositions 29 and 30.

Proposition 29. — Given a uniform CEGS, every ATEL formula has a CSL counterpart with the same extension (i.e., one which is satisfied in exactly the same states of the model).

Proof (sketch). — For finite models: let \(M\) be a model with \(|M|\) states, and \(\varphi\) be an ATEL formula. All subformulae \(\langle A \rangle \Box \psi\) can be equivalently rewritten as \((\psi \land \langle A \rangle \Box \psi)\) \(|\langle A \rangle \Box \psi\|\) \(|\langle A \rangle \Box \psi\|\) \(|\langle A \rangle \Box \psi\|\), where \(|M|\) is the number of states in \(M\). This follows by the property (1) above, and the fact that, after \(|M|\) steps, the system is bound to come back to one of the previously visited states, for which a successful action has already been found. Similarly, subformulae \((\psi_1 U \psi_2)\) can be equivalently rewritten as \((\psi_2 \lor \psi_1 \land \langle A \rangle \Box \psi_2)\). This way, we get an ATEL formula \(\varphi'\) without \(\Box, U\) which holds in exactly the same states as \(\varphi\). By Proposition 27, \(\varphi'\) has the same extension in ATEL and CSL.

Proposition 30. — Given a uniform CEGS, there can be CSL formulae that have no ATEL counterpart with the same extension (i.e., one which is satisfied in exactly the same states of the model).

Figure 4. A model with one agent. From each of the states \( q_1, q_2, q_3, q_4 \), the same outcomes can be achieved in one step, albeit through different actions.

PROOF. — Consider model \( M_3 \) from Figure 4. The formula \( K_a \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \circ \text{win} \) holds in \( q_3 \) and \( q_4 \), but not in \( q_1 \) nor \( q_2 \). There is no ATel formula which is true exactly in \( q_3, q_4 \): it is easy to see that an ATel formula is true in \( q_1 \) iff it is true in \( q_2 \) iff it is true in \( q_3 \) iff it is true in \( q_4 \).

4.4. Constructive strategic logic vs. ETSL

CSL and ETSL are underpinned by different notions of ability. ETSL can be treated as a logic that describes the outcome of rational play under imperfect information,\(^7\) in the same way as CSL can be seen as a logic that captures agents’ strategic abilities (regardless of whether the agents play rationally or not). Thus, the focus of CSL and ETSL is different, and we suspect that neither logic formally subsumes the other. However, several interesting associations have been already proposed in (Jamroga 2006).

Let us consider only models with finite state spaces,\(^8\) and formulae \( \Phi \equiv \bigcirc \psi, \square \psi \), or \( \psi_1 \cup \psi_2 \) where \( \psi, \psi_1, \psi_2 \) are “vanilla” ETSL formulae.

PROPOSITION 31 (JAMROGA 2006). — An agent has a strategy “de re” to enforce \( \Phi \) if, and only if, he knows that his rational play will bring about \( \Phi \). Formally:

\[
M, q \models_{\text{exs}} K_a \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \Phi \iff M, q \models_{\text{csl}} K_a \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \Phi.
\]

PROPOSITION 32 (JAMROGA 2006). — If a coalition has common knowledge about how to play, then it has common knowledge that rational play will be successful:

\(^7\) We emphasize that this is a specific notion of rationality (i.e., agents are assumed to play only undominated strategies). Game theory proposes several other rationality criteria as well, based e.g. on Nash equilibrium, dominant strategies, or Pareto efficiency. In fact, it is easy to imagine ETSL-like logics based on these notions instead.

\(^8\) More generally, we can consider models \( M \) such that there exists at least one undominated strategy wrt \( M, q, \Phi \).
if \( M, q \models_{\text{cs}} C_A \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Phi \) then \( M, q \models_{\text{cs}} C_A \langle A \rangle \Phi \).

The same holds for neither mutual nor distributed knowledge.

**Proposition 33 (Jamroga 2006).** — If \( A \) have distributed knowledge that rational play will bring about \( \Phi \), then they have distributed knowledge how to play to bring about \( \Phi \). Formally:

if \( M, q \models_{\text{cs}} D_A \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Phi \) then \( M, q \models_{\text{cs}} D_A \langle A \rangle \Phi \).

The same holds for neither mutual nor common knowledge.

A more definitive study of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper.

5. Verification of strategic abilities through model checking

The **model checking** problem asks whether a given formula \( \varphi \) holds in a given model \( M \) and state \( q \). We define the **general model checking** problem as the problem that asks whether formula \( \varphi \) holds in model \( M \) and set of states \( Q \). Let \( \text{mctl}(\varphi, M) \) be a CTL model checker that returns the set of all states which satisfy \( \varphi \) in \( M \). Below, we sketch an algorithm \( \text{mcheck}(\varphi, M, Q) \) that returns true if \( M, Q \models_{\text{cs}} \varphi \) and false otherwise, running in time \( \Delta_P^2 \), i.e., in deterministic polynomial time with adaptive queries to an NP oracle.

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv p \): \( \text{return(true)} \) if \( p \in \pi(q) \) for all \( q \in Q \), else return\( (false) \);

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv \neg \psi \): \( \text{return(true)} \) if \( \text{mcheck}(\psi, M, Q) = false \), else return\( (false) \);

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv \psi_1 \land \psi_2 \): \( \text{return(true)} \) if \( \text{mcheck}(\psi_1, M, Q) = true \) and \( \text{mcheck}(\psi_2, M, Q) = true \), else return\( (false) \);

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv K_A \psi \): Compute \( Q' := \text{img}(Q, \sim K A) \), and then return\( (true) \) if \( \text{mcheck}(\psi, M, q) = true \) for all \( q \in Q' \), else return\( (false) \);

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv \hat{K}_A \psi \): \( \text{return(mcheck}(\psi, M, \text{img}(Q, \sim K A)) \));

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv \langle A \rangle \psi \): Run \( \text{mcheck}(\psi, M, q) \) for every \( q \in St \), and label the states in which the answer was \( true \) with an additional proposition \( \text{yes} \) (not used elsewhere). Then, guess the strategy of \( A \), and "trim" model \( M \) by removing all the transitions inconsistent with the strategy (yielding a sparser model \( M' \)). Finally, return\( (true) \) if \( Q \subseteq \text{mctl}(A \langle \text{yes} \rangle, M') \), else return\( (false) \).

**Note:** subformula \( \psi \) is checked in the original model \( M \), and not in \( M' \)!

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv \langle A \rangle \Box \psi \): Run \( \text{mcheck}(\psi, M, q) \) for every \( q \in St \), and label the states in which the answer was \( true \) with an additional proposition \( \text{yes} \) (not used elsewhere). Then, guess the strategy of \( A \), and "trim" model \( M \) by removing all the transitions inconsistent with the strategy (yielding a sparser model \( M' \)). Finally, return\( (true) \) if \( Q \subseteq \text{mctl}(A \langle \text{yes} \rangle, M') \), else return\( (false) \). Again, note that \( \psi \) is checked in the original model \( M \).
Case $\varphi \equiv \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \psi_1 U \psi_2$: analogous.

As model checking CTL can be done in deterministic polynomial time (Clarke, Emerson et Sistla 1986), we get the following.

**Proposition 34.** — General model checking for Constructive Strategic Logic is in $\Delta^P_2$ when the input size is measured with the number of transitions (and epistemic links) in the model, and the length of the formula.

For the lower bound, we observe that CSL subsumes ATL_{ir}, and model checking ATL_{ir} is $\Delta^P_2$-complete (Schobbens 2004, Jamroga et al. 2006a). Thus, we pay no price in terms of complexity for using the more expressive language of CSL:

**Theorem 35.** — General model checking for Constructive Strategic Logic is $\Delta^P_2$-complete in the number of transitions (and epistemic links) in the model, and the length of the formula.

6. Constructive knowledge

Philosophically, constructive knowledge draws inspiration from mathematical constructivism: in order to “constructively know” that $\varphi$, agents $A$ must be able to find (or “construct”) a mathematical object that supports $\varphi$. This is relevant when $\varphi \equiv \langle \langle B \rangle \rangle \psi$ – in that case, the mathematical object in question is a strategy for $B$ which guarantees achieving $\psi$. The semantic role of **constructive knowledge operators** is to produce sets of states that will appear on the left hand side of the satisfaction relation. In a way, these modalities “aggregate” states into sets, and sets into bigger sets. On the other hand, most of the other operators “split” (or “destroy”) sets in the sense that, for evaluating $M, Q \models \varphi$, they require evaluation of subformulae of $\varphi$ in single states rather than sets of states. Standard epistemic operators ($C_A, E_A, D_A$) are the most straightforward examples (e.g., evaluating $C_A \psi$ in $M, Q$ “splits” into evaluating $\psi$ in each state from $\text{img}(Q, \neg C_A)$ separately). Cooperation modalities (combined with temporal operators) are “splitting” in a similar way. Besides the “aggregating” and “splitting” operators, there are also “neutral” ones that do not change the set of reference: namely, conjunction ($\land$) and negation ($\neg$). In what follows, we study important properties of these operators in CSL.

6.1. Properties of constructive knowledge

In the following proposition we list some properties of constructive knowledge (keep in mind that strong validity implies validity).

**Proposition 36.** — The following are strongly valid for any $\hat{K} \in \{C, D, E\}$:

1) $\hat{K}_A(\varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2) \leftrightarrow (\hat{K}_A \varphi_1 \lor \hat{K}_A \varphi_2)$
2) $\hat{K}_A \neg \varphi \leftrightarrow \neg \hat{K}_A \varphi$
3) $\hat{K}_A(\varphi_1 \land \varphi_2) \leftrightarrow (\hat{K}_A \varphi_1 \land \hat{K}_A \varphi_2)$
4) $\hat{\mathcal{K}}_A(\varphi_1 \rightarrow \varphi_2) \leftrightarrow (\hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_1 \rightarrow \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_2)$

**Proof.**

1) $M, Q \models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A(\varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2)$ iff $M, \text{img}(Q, \sim \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A) \models \varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2$ or $M, \text{img}(Q, \sim \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A) \models \varphi_2$ iff $M, Q \models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_1$ or $M, Q \models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_2$ iff $M, Q \models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_1 \lor \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_2$.

2) $M, Q \models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \neg \varphi$ iff $M, \text{img}(Q, \sim \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A) \models \neg \varphi$ iff $M, \text{img}(Q, \sim \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A) \not\models \varphi$ iff $M, Q \not\models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi$.

3) $M, Q \models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A(\varphi_1 \land \varphi_2)$ iff $M, \text{img}(Q, \sim \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A) \models \varphi_1 \land \varphi_2$ and $M, \text{img}(Q, \sim \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A) \models \varphi_2$ iff $M, Q \models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_1$ and $M, Q \models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_2$ iff $M, Q \models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_1 \land \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_2$.

4) $M, Q \models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A(\neg \varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2)$ iff $M, Q \models (\hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \neg \varphi_1) \lor \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_2$ iff $M, Q \models (\neg \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_1) \lor \hat{\mathcal{K}}_A \varphi_2$.

**6.2. Is $\mathcal{K}_a$ an epistemic operator?**

We believe that operators $\mathcal{C}_A$, $\mathcal{E}_A$, $\mathcal{D}_A$ and $\mathcal{K}_a$ do capture a special kind of knowledge of agents. An interesting question is: do this notion of knowledge have the properties usually associated with knowledge? In particular, do postulates $K, D, T, 4, 5$ of epistemic logic hold for constructive knowledge? In general, the answer is no; particularly, the truth axiom does not hold.

**Theorem 37.** Below, we list the constructive knowledge versions of some of the SS properties for individual agents. “Yes” means that the schema is strongly valid; “No” means that it is not even weakly valid (incidentally, none of the properties turns out to be weakly but not strongly valid).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\mathcal{K}_a(\varphi \rightarrow \psi) \rightarrow (\mathcal{K}_a \varphi \rightarrow \mathcal{K}_a \psi)$</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>$\neg \mathcal{K}_a \varphi \models \mathcal{K}_a \varphi \rightarrow \psi$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>$\mathcal{K}_a \varphi \models \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>$\mathcal{K}_a \varphi \models \varphi$</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$\mathcal{K}_a \varphi \models \mathcal{K}_a \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+</td>
<td>$\mathcal{K}_a \varphi \models \mathcal{K}_a \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$\neg \mathcal{K}_a \varphi \models \neg \mathcal{K}_a \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5+</td>
<td>$\neg \mathcal{K}_a \varphi \models \neg \mathcal{K}_a \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>$\varphi \models \mathcal{K}_a \neg \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before proving Theorem 37, we take a closer look at the relationship between satisfaction by a set of states $(M, Q \models \varphi)$, and satisfaction in each of the states $(\forall q \in Q, q \models \varphi)$. The following Lemma shows that the former does not necessarily imply the latter, and that the latter does not necessarily imply the former.

**Lemma 38.**

1) There is a model $M$, state $q$, agent $a$ and formula $\varphi$ such that $M, \text{img}(q, \sim_a) \not\models \varphi$ and for every $q \in \text{img}(q, \sim_a)$, $M, q \models \varphi$. 
2) There are $M, q, a, \varphi$ such that $M, \text{img}(q, \sim a) \models \varphi$ and $M, q \not\models \varphi$. 

**Figure 5.** Model $M_6$ with two agents $a, b$, and two states $q, q'$ such that $q \sim a q'$

**Proof.** Consider model $M_6$ from Figure 5.

1) Let $\varphi = \langle a \rangle \langle p \rangle$. Now $M_6, q \models \varphi$ (a can choose action $\alpha_1$), and $M_6, q' \models \varphi$ (a can choose action $\alpha_2$). However, $M_6, \text{img}(q, \sim a) \not\models \varphi$, because no uniform strategy for $a$ leads to $q$ (in one step) from both $q, q'$.

2) Let $\varphi = \neg p$. Now $p \not\in \pi(q) \cap \pi(q')$, so $M_6, q, q' \not\models \varphi$, and $M_6, \text{img}(g, \sim a) \models \varphi$. But $p \in \pi(q)$, so $M_6, q \models p$, and $M_6, q \not\models \varphi$. ■

**Proof (of Theorem 37).** —

**K:** Immediate by Proposition 36.

**D:** Suppose that $M, Q \models \mathcal{K}_a \bot$ for any $Q \neq \emptyset$. Then $M, \text{img}(Q, \sim a) \models \bot$. By reflexivity of $\sim a$, set $\text{img}(Q, \sim a)$ is nonempty, which contradicts Proposition 16.1.

**T:** Let $M, q, a, \varphi$ be as in Lemma 38.2. $M, q \models \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$, but $M, q \not\models \varphi$, so $T$ is not weakly (and hence not strongly) valid.

$4^+/4$: $M, Q \models \mathcal{K}_a \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$ iff $M, \text{img}(Q, \sim a) \models \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$ iff $M, \text{img}(Q, \sim a), \sim a \models \varphi$ iff $M, \text{img}(Q, \sim a) \models \varphi$ (since $\text{img}(\text{img}(Q, \sim a), \sim a) = \text{img}(Q, \sim a)$) iff $M, Q \models \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$.

$5^+/5$: $M, Q \models \neg \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$ iff $M, Q \not\models \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$ iff, by $4^+$, $M, Q \not\models \mathcal{K}_a \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$ iff, by Proposition 36, $M, Q \models \mathcal{K}_a \neg \mathcal{K}_a \varphi$.

**B:** Let $M, q, a, \varphi$ be as in Lemma 38.1. $M, \text{img}(q, \sim a) \not\models \varphi$, so $M, q \models \mathcal{K}_a \neg \varphi$. By $4^+$, $M, q \models \mathcal{K}_a \mathcal{K}_a \neg \varphi$, so $M, q \not\models \mathcal{K}_a \neg \mathcal{K}_a \neg \varphi$, and by Proposition 36 $M, q \not\models \mathcal{K}_a \neg \mathcal{K}_a \neg \varphi$. But $M, q \models \varphi$. Thus, $B$ is not weakly (nor strongly) valid. ■
6.3. In quest for the truth axiom

We have just showed that, out of the S5 properties, axioms $K$, $D$, $4$, $5$ (but not $T$!) hold. However, it also turns out that if we slightly restrict the language, then the corresponding $T$ axiom becomes strongly valid. Let $\text{CSL}^-$ be the subset of $\text{CSL}$ in which, between every occurrence of constructive knowledge ($C_A$, $E_A$, $D_A$) and negation, there is always at least one operator other than conjunction. Formally, $\text{CSL}^-$ formulae are defined by the following grammar (where $\mathcal{K} = C, E, D$ and $\hat{\mathcal{K}} = C, E, D$):

$$
\varphi ::= p \mid \neg \varphi \mid \varphi \land \varphi \mid \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Diamond \varphi \mid \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Box \varphi \mid \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \varphi U \varphi \mid \mathcal{K} \varphi \mid \hat{\mathcal{K}} \varphi, \\
\psi ::= p \mid \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Diamond \varphi \mid \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \Box \varphi \mid \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \varphi U \varphi \mid \mathcal{K} \varphi \mid \psi \land \psi \mid \hat{\mathcal{K}} \varphi.
$$

**Theorem 39.** Every $\text{CSL}^-$ instance of $T$ (i.e., $\mathcal{K}_a \psi \rightarrow \psi$) is strongly valid.

*Proof in the Appendix.*

Thus, the $T$ axiom holds for $\text{CSL}^-$. Note that, by Proposition 36, the meaning of negation or conjunction in the immediate scope of a constructive knowledge operator is the same as if the operator were immediately outside the constructive knowledge operator. In consequence, every formula of the full $\text{CSL}$ is equivalent to one in $\text{CSL}^-$. Thus, we can restrict our logical language to $\text{CSL}^-$ without losing expressive power, and we automatically “get” axiom $T$. We also observe that, from a more philosophical perspective, it is hard to pinpoint the intuitive meaning of negation immediately following constructive knowledge. Note that, e.g., $\mathcal{K}_a \neg \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \varphi$ should be read as “$a$ has constructive knowledge about being unable to achieve $\varphi$”. It seems thus, first, that the weaker version of the truth axiom in Theorem 39 might be more appropriate for constructive knowledge, and second, that it might be a good idea to consider the logical language of constructive knowledge to be limited to $\text{CSL}^-$. In this case, constructive knowledge has the $T$ property, we do not lose any expressive power, and we leave out only formulae with philosophically unclear reading.

Is then the constructive knowledge in $\text{CSL}^-$ S5? First, it must be noted that – even though $\text{CSL}$ and $\text{CSL}^-$ are expressively equivalent – the extension of the schema $T$ is different in $\text{CSL}^-$ (for example, $\mathcal{K}_a \neg p \rightarrow \neg p$ is a $\text{CSL}$ instance of $T$, but even though it is equivalent to the $\text{CSL}^-$ formula $\neg \mathcal{K}_a p \rightarrow \neg p$, the latter is not a $\text{CSL}^-$ instance of $T$). More importantly, in $\text{CSL}^-$ the axiom schemata $K$ and $5$, at least written as in Theorem 37, are not valid, but they are not invalid either – they are simply not formulae at all. It does not seem correct to say that an operator has the S5 properties when it cannot even express the $K$ principle or negative introspection. Furthermore, $\text{CSL}^-$ lacks the S5 principle of uniform substitution.

9. In particular, the requirement is met when operators $C_A$, $E_A$, $D_A$ are never immediately followed by either $\neg$ or $\land$.

10. Which is very much unlike the semantics of negation following a standard knowledge operator!

11. $\mathcal{K}_a \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \neg \varphi$, on the other hand, makes perfect sense: it refers to $a$’s constructive ability to prevent $\varphi$. 
6.4. Properties of collective constructive knowledge

We briefly consider the properties of collective knowledge operators. Theorem 40 should come as no surprise: note that, analogously to standard knowledge, constructive common and distributed knowledge have the same properties as individual knowledge, while mutual knowledge (“everybody knows”) differs in that it does not satisfy the introspection axioms 4 and 5.

**Theorem 40.** Below, we list some of the S5 properties for collective constructive knowledge operators. We don’t state the properties explicitly, but refer to Theorem 37 – axiom K for $C_A$ becomes $C_A(\varphi \rightarrow \psi) \rightarrow (C_A\varphi \rightarrow C_A\psi)$, and so on. “Yes” means that the schema is strongly valid; “No” means that it is not even weakly valid (the proof is left for the reader).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$C_A$</th>
<th>$E_A$</th>
<th>$D_A$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4^+$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5^+$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the proof of Theorem 39 required only that the epistemic relation in question was reflexive. Thus, it can be easily extended to handle collective constructive knowledge.

**Corollary 41.** Every CSL instance of schema $T$ for collective constructive knowledge operators $C_A, E_A, D_A$ is strongly valid.

7. Negation, localization, and definability of knowledge

The semantics of negation presented in Section 3.1 (we call it weak negation from now on) yields a very strong notion of disjunction, as Proposition 16 states. Such a strong notion of disjunction makes sense when we talk about agents’ abilities, i.e., when used inside a $K_a$ operator. For example: $M, q \models K_a(\langle a \rangle \varphi \lor \langle a \rangle \psi)$ means in fact that $a$ in $q$ can either identify a plan to achieve $\varphi$ or to achieve $\psi$. On the other hand, for a disjunction of simpler formulae, e.g., primitive propositions $p$ and $r$, a weaker notion seems more intuitive: the disjunction $p \lor r$ should hold in $M, Q$ iff, for any state $q \in Q$, at least one of the disjuncts $p$ and $r$ holds in $q$ (but different disjuncts may hold in different states of $Q$). This intuition can be captured with a different negation operator $\sim$, which we call “strong” negation. The idea of strong negation can be summarized as: $M, Q \models \sim \varphi$ iff $M, q \not\models \varphi$ for every $q \in Q$. However, we will define it in terms of another, more primitive operator that we call localization.
As it turns out, the significance of localization goes beyond our discussion on various kinds of negation. Most importantly, localization can be used to define standard knowledge operators from constructive knowledge operators. On the other hand, localization itself proves definable from strategic and temporal operators. In consequence, standard knowledge can be defined in CSL without standard knowledge operators.

7.1. Local evaluation of formulae

In the semantics of CSL, formulae are interpreted in sets of states; in order for \( \varphi \) to hold in \( M, Q \), the formula must be “globally” satisfied in all states from \( Q \) at once (i.e., with single evidence). Another option is to evaluate \( \varphi \) locally in particular states from \( Q \). To this end, we introduce a modality that specifies explicitly that the formula must be evaluated for every relevant state separately:

\[
M, Q \models \text{loc } \varphi \text{ iff } M, q \models \varphi \text{ for every } q \in Q.
\]

**Proposition 42.** Below, we investigate some typical axioms with respect to the localization modality. “Yes” means that the scheme is strongly valid, “No” means that the scheme is not strongly valid. Note that all the schemes below are weakly valid, because \( M, q \models \text{loc } \varphi \leftrightarrow \varphi \) for every individual state \( q \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Validity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( K ) ( \text{loc } (\varphi \rightarrow \psi) \rightarrow (\text{loc } \varphi \rightarrow \text{loc } \psi) )</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D ) ( \neg \text{loc } \bot )</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T ) ( \text{loc } \varphi \rightarrow \varphi )</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 4 ) ( \text{loc } \varphi \rightarrow \text{loc } \text{loc } \varphi )</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 4^+ ) ( \text{loc } \varphi \leftrightarrow \text{loc } \text{loc } \varphi )</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 5 ) ( \neg \text{loc } \varphi \rightarrow \neg \text{loc } \text{loc } \varphi )</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 5^+ ) ( \neg \text{loc } \varphi \leftrightarrow \neg \text{loc } \text{loc } \varphi )</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B ) ( \varphi \rightarrow \text{loc } \neg \text{loc } \neg \varphi )</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Proof in the Appendix.*

Thus, localization is weak, but not strong, S5. In particular, S5 properties \( T \) and \( 5 \) do not necessarily hold in some contexts, for example in the immediate scope of a constructive knowledge operator.

**Proposition 43.** Some other localization properties are the following, all strongly valid (proof is left for the reader).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{loc } p & \leftrightarrow p, \; p \in \Pi & \text{loc } (\varphi \land \psi) & \leftrightarrow (\text{loc } \varphi \land \text{loc } \psi) \\
\langle A \rangle \bigcirc \varphi & \leftrightarrow \langle A \rangle \bigcirc \text{loc } \varphi & \langle A \rangle \lozenge \varphi & \leftrightarrow \langle A \rangle \lozenge \text{loc } \varphi \\
\langle A \rangle \varphi U \psi & \leftrightarrow \langle A \rangle \text{loc } \varphi U \psi & \langle A \rangle \varphi U \text{loc } \psi & \leftrightarrow \langle A \rangle \text{loc } \varphi U \psi \\
\text{loc } K_A \varphi & \leftrightarrow K_A \varphi & K_A \varphi & \leftrightarrow K_A \text{loc } \varphi, \; K \in \{ C, E, D \}
\end{align*}
\]
We will show in the following sections how the \textit{loc} operator can be used to define standard knowledge and alternative negation operators. This makes the following result very important: it says that localization is definable in the CSL language, from the \langle \langle \emptyset \rangle \rangle and \textit{U} operators.

\textbf{Proposition 44.} — The following formula is strongly valid:

$$\text{loc } \varphi \leftrightarrow \langle \langle \emptyset \rangle \rangle \varphi \text{U } \varphi$$

\textbf{Proof.} — \textit{M,}\textit{Q} \models \langle \langle \emptyset \rangle \rangle \varphi \text{U } \varphi \text{ iff } \forall \lambda \in \text{out(}Q,\emptyset\text{)} \text{ there is an } i \geq 0 \text{ such that } M, \lambda[i] \models \varphi \text{ and for any } j \text{ such that } 0 \leq j < i, M, \lambda[j] \models \varphi. \text{ Since for each } q \in Q \text{ there is a } \lambda \in \text{out(}Q,\emptyset\text{)} \text{ with } \lambda[0] = q, \text{ this implies that } \forall q \in Q, M, q \models \varphi \text{ which is the same as } M, Q \models \text{loc } \varphi. \text{ To see that the other direction holds as well, assume that } M, Q \models \text{loc } \varphi \text{ and let } \lambda \in \text{out(}Q,\emptyset\text{)} \text{. We must provide a witness for } i; \text{ take } i = 0. \text{ Now, } M, \lambda[i] \models \varphi \text{ and there is no } j \text{ such that } 0 \leq j < i, \text{ so } M, Q \models \langle \langle \emptyset \rangle \rangle \varphi \text{U } \varphi. \blacksquare

7.2. Defining standard knowledge from constructive knowledge

Standard knowledge operators are definable from constructive knowledge and localization:

\textbf{Proposition 45.} — \textit{K}_A \varphi \leftrightarrow \tilde{\textit{K}}_A \text{loc } \varphi \text{ is strongly valid for any } K \in \{C, E, D\}. \text{ \(\hat{C} = C, \hat{E} = E, \hat{D} = D.\) }

\textbf{Proof.} — \textit{M,}\textit{Q} \models \tilde{\textit{K}}_A \text{loc } \varphi \text{ iff } M, \text{img(}Q, \sim_{\tilde{K}}\text{)} \models \text{loc } \varphi \text{ iff } \forall q \in \text{img(}Q, \sim_{\tilde{K}}\text{)}, M, q \models \varphi \text{ iff } M, Q \models \textit{K}_A \varphi. \blacksquare

In particular, knowledge of a formula is the same as constructive knowledge of the localization of the formula, \textit{i.e.} \textit{K}_A \varphi \leftrightarrow \tilde{\textit{K}}_A \text{loc } \varphi. \text{ An important corollary of Propositions 45 and 44 is the following.}

\textbf{Theorem 46.} — The following is strongly valid:

$$\textit{K}_A \varphi \leftrightarrow \tilde{\textit{K}}_A \langle \langle \emptyset \rangle \rangle \varphi \text{U } \varphi.$$  

Theorem 46 shows that standard knowledge can be seen as a special case of constructive knowledge. It follows that the standard knowledge operators are strictly speaking redundant in the CSL language.

7.3. Non-standard definitions of negation

Negation, as defined in Section 3.1, is “weak” in the sense that it is sufficient for the negation of, \textit{e.g.}, an atomic formula \textit{p} to hold in a set of states \textit{Q} that \textit{p} is false in
at least one state from $Q$. Several other interpretations of negation in a set of states are possible, corresponding to different ways of quantifying over the set. We define strong negation as:

$$\sim \varphi \equiv \text{loc} \neg \varphi$$

Note that, by Proposition 44, strong negation is definable from weak negation:

$$\sim \varphi \equiv \langle \langle \emptyset \rangle \rangle \cup (\neg \varphi).$$

**Proposition 47.** — $M, Q \models \sim \varphi$ iff for every $q \in Q$, we have that $M, q \not\models \varphi$.

*Proof.* — $M, Q \models \sim \varphi$ iff $M, Q \models \text{loc} \neg \varphi$ iff for every $q \in Q$ we have that $M, q \not\models \varphi$. $\blacksquare$

Strong negation does not behave as classical negation: it does not obey the law of double negation, the law of excluded middle, or the consistency requirement under strong validity. Nevertheless, it preserves these laws under weak validity.

**Proposition 48.** —

1) $\sim \sim \varphi \rightarrow \varphi$ is weakly valid, but not strongly valid.

2) $\varphi \rightarrow \sim \sim \varphi$ is weakly valid, but not strongly valid.

3) $\varphi \lor \sim \varphi$ is weakly valid, but not strongly valid.

4) $\neg(\varphi \land \sim \varphi)$ is weakly valid, but not strongly valid.

*Proof.* —

1), 2) Weak validity is immediate. $M, Q \models \sim \sim \varphi$ iff $M, Q \models \text{loc} \neg \sim \varphi$ iff $M, Q \models \text{loc} \neg \varphi$ iff for every $q \in Q$ we have that $M, q \models \varphi$. Counter-examples for the two implications are found in the two parts of Lemma 38, respectively, by taking $Q = \text{img}(q, \sim a)$.

3) Weak validity is immediate. As a counter-example to strong validity, take $M$ and $\varphi$ from Lemma 38.1, and let $Q = \text{img}(q, \sim a)$. $M, q \not\models \varphi$, and it is not the case that $M, q \not\models \varphi$ for every $q' \in Q$.

4) Weak validity: immediate. Strong validity: take $M = M_6$ from Lemma 38, and let $Q = \{q, q'\}, \varphi \equiv \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle \circ p$. $\blacksquare$

**Remark 49.** — Alternatively, strong negation can be taken as a primary notion: localization is definable from strong negation, and standard knowledge is thus definable from constructive knowledge and strong negation. Formally, the following are strongly valid:

1) $\text{loc} \varphi \iff \sim \sim \varphi$

2) $K_A \varphi \iff K_A \sim \sim \varphi$.

7.3.1. **Boolean operators based on strong negation**

Recall that connectives like $\lor$ and $\rightarrow$ are defined in terms of weak negation ($\neg$). Similar connectives can be defined for strong negation:

- $\varphi_1 \parallel \varphi_2 \equiv (\sim \varphi_1 \land \sim \varphi_2)$,

- $\varphi_1 \rightarrow \varphi_2 \equiv \sim \varphi_1 \parallel \varphi_2$, and
\[ \varphi_1 \iff \varphi_2 \equiv (\varphi_1 \iff \varphi_2) \land \varphi_2 \iff \varphi_1. \]

These versions of disjunction, material implication, and material biconditional have the following semantic characterizations:

**Proposition 50.** —

1) \( M, Q \models \varphi_1 \parallel \varphi_2 \iff \forall q \in Q, M, q \models \varphi_1 \lor M, q \models \varphi_2; \)
2) \( M, Q \models \varphi_1 \Rightarrow \varphi_2 \iff \forall q \in Q, M, q \models \varphi_1 \Rightarrow M, q \models \varphi_2; \)
3) \( M, Q \models \varphi_1 \Leftrightarrow \varphi_2 \iff \forall q \in Q, M, q \models \varphi_1 \iff M, q \models \varphi_2. \)

**Proof.** —

1) \( M, Q \models \neg (\neg \varphi_1 \land \neg \varphi_2) \iff \forall q \in Q, M, q \not\models \neg \varphi_1 \lor \neg M, q \not\models \varphi_2 \land \forall q \not\models \varphi_1 \lor M, q \models \varphi_2; \)
2) \( M, Q \models \varphi_1 \Rightarrow \varphi_2 \iff \forall q \in Q (M, q \models \varphi_1 \Rightarrow M, q \models \varphi_2); \)
3) Straightforward.

We can also define the strong negation-based versions of Boolean constants "true" and "false", but they coincide with the ones already proposed in Section 3.2.

**Proposition 51.** — Let \( \bot \equiv p \land \neg p \) and \( \top \equiv \neg \bot \). Then:

1) \( M, Q \not\models \bot \) for all \( Q \subseteq St, Q \neq \emptyset \).
2) \( M, Q \models \top \) for all \( Q \subseteq St, Q \neq \emptyset \).

**Proof.** — Straightforward.

7.3.2. Some connections between the weak and the strong

It is immediate from Proposition 50 that, just as strong negation is the localization of weak negation, the operators \( \parallel \), \( \Rightarrow \) and \( \iff \) defined by strong negation, are the localizations of their counterparts \( \lor \), \( \rightarrow \) and \( \leftrightarrow \) defined by weak negation:

**Proposition 52.** — The following are strongly valid:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\varphi_1 \parallel \varphi_2) & \iff \text{loc} (\varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2) \\
(\varphi_1 \Rightarrow \varphi_2) & \iff \text{loc} (\varphi_1 \to \varphi_2) \\
(\varphi_1 \iff \varphi_2) & \iff \text{loc} (\varphi_1 \leftrightarrow \varphi_2)
\end{align*}
\]

Moreover, for validity (not strong validity), the two negations, the two disjunctions and the two implications coincide:

**Proposition 53.** — The following formulae are valid (but not strongly valid):

1) \( \neg \varphi \iff \neg \varphi \)
2) \( (\varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2) \iff (\varphi_1 \parallel \varphi_2) \)
3) \( (\varphi_1 \to \varphi_2) \iff (\varphi_1 \Rightarrow \varphi_2) \)
PROOF. — Immediate from Proposition 52, since $M, q \models \psi$ iff $M, q \models \text{loc } \psi$, for any (single) state $q$. ■

The following proposition shows that the notions of strong and weak validity can be seen as dual with respect to the strong and weak versions of the connectives.

PROPOSITION 54. —

1) $\sim \varphi$ is strongly valid iff $\neg \varphi$ is weakly valid.
2) $\varphi_1 \parallel \varphi_2$ is strongly valid iff $\varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2$ is weakly valid.
3) $\varphi_1 \rightarrow \varphi_2$ is strongly valid iff $\varphi_1 \rightarrow \varphi_2$ is weakly valid.
4) $\varphi_1 \leftrightarrow \varphi_2$ is strongly valid iff $\varphi_1 \leftrightarrow \varphi_2$ is weakly valid.

The laws of negation were stated in Proposition 48 using connectives $\lor$, etc., defined from weak negation. We can now show, however, that the laws of negation do in fact hold for strong negation if we state these laws using the operators defined from strong negation.

PROPOSITION 55. —

1) $\sim \sim \varphi$ is strongly valid.
2) $\varphi \parallel \sim \varphi$ is strongly valid.
3) $\sim (\varphi \land \sim \varphi)$ is strongly valid.

PROOF. — Immediate from Propositions 48 and 54. ■

7.3.3. Properties of constructive knowledge with “strong” negation

In Section 6.2, we discussed the S5 properties of constructive knowledge. These properties can also be stated using strong negation, and derived connectives, instead of weak negation.

THEOREM 56. — Below, we list constructive knowledge versions of some S5 properties using strong negation. “Yes” means that the schema is strongly valid; “No” means that it is not even weakly valid (again, none of the properties turn out to be weakly but not strongly valid).

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\tilde{K} & K_a(\varphi \sim \psi) \sim (K_a \varphi \sim K_a \psi) \text{ No} \\
\tilde{D} & \sim K_a \bot \text{ Yes} \\
\tilde{T} & K_a \varphi \sim \varphi \text{ No} \\
\tilde{\tilde{A}} & K_a \varphi \sim K_a K_a \varphi \text{ Yes} \\
\tilde{\tilde{A}}^+ & K_a \varphi \sim K_a K_a K_a \varphi \text{ Yes} \\
\tilde{\tilde{B}} & \varphi \sim K_a \sim K_a \sim \varphi \text{ Yes}
\end{array}
\]

Proof in the Appendix.

Finally, we point out that if we restrict the language to $\text{CSL}^-$, as discussed in Section 6.3, we get the truth axiom $\mathbf{T}$, i.e., the following variant of Theorem 39.
Theorem 57. — Every CSL− instance of schema \( \tilde{T}(\forall_a \varphi \leadsto \varphi) \) is strongly valid.

Proof. — Note that \( \forall q \in Q M, q \models \forall_a \varphi \rightarrow \varphi \) (by \( T \)), which implies that \( M, Q \models \forall_a \varphi \leadsto \varphi \) (by Proposition 50).

7.3.4. Other negations

We have considered two operators for negation so far. Yet another alternative is: \( \angle \varphi \equiv \neg \text{loc} \varphi \). The meaning of \( \angle \) is characterized with the following proposition.

Proposition 58. — \( M, Q \models \angle \varphi \) iff there exists \( q \in Q \) such that \( M, q \not\models \varphi \).

Proof. — \( M, Q \models \angle \varphi \) iff \( M, Q \models \neg \text{loc} \varphi \) iff \( M, Q \not\models \text{loc} \varphi \) iff there is a \( q \in Q \) such that \( M, q \not\models \varphi \).

8. Normal forms and expressiveness

In this section, we investigate expressiveness further, with particular focus on the relationship between localization, weak negation and strong negation. In order to study expressiveness, we will study variants of the language defined in Section 3.1 with other (primary) operators. We have discussed the interpretation of the following operators in sets of states:

\[ \neg \land \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle T \ C_A \ E_A \ D_A \ C_A \ E_A \ D_A \ \text{loc} \ \sim \]

where \( T \) is an ATL temporal connective and \( A \) is a set of agents. We use the expression \( L(\neg, \land, \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle T, K_A, \hat{K}_A, \text{loc}, \sim) \) to denote the language with all the mentioned operators, \( L(\neg, \land, \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle T, K_A, \hat{K}_A, \text{loc}) \) to denote the language with all operators except strong negation, and so on. The CSL language introduced in Section 3.1 is \( L = L(\neg, \land, \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle T, K_A, \hat{K}_A) \). For simplicity, we sometimes use \( L^* \) for the most extensive language \( L(\neg, \land, \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle T, K_A, \hat{K}_A, \text{loc}, \sim) \).

We say that two formulae \( \varphi \) and \( \psi \) are equivalent, if \( \varphi \leftrightarrow \psi \) is valid, and that they are strongly equivalent if \( \varphi \leftrightarrow \psi \) is strongly valid. We say that a language \( L_2 \) is at least as expressive as a language \( L_1 \), if for every \( \varphi_1 \in L_1 \) there exist an equivalent \( \varphi_2 \in L_2 \). We say that \( L_2 \) and \( L_1 \) are expressively equivalent, if \( L_2 \) is at least as expressive as \( L_1 \) and \( L_1 \) is at least as expressive as \( L_2 \).

We will make use of the following definition:

\[ \text{Atoms} = \Theta \cup \{ \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle T \gamma : \gamma \in L^* \} \cup \{ \sim \gamma : \gamma \in L^* \}. \]

We begin with defining a normal form of our formulae.

8.1. Constructive normal form

A formula, possibly containing strong negation, is of constructive normal form if every subformula starting with a \( \hat{K}_A \) operator is of the form \( \hat{K}_1 \cdots \hat{K}_k \psi \) where \( \psi \) is...
either a primitive proposition, starts with a cooperation modality, or starts with strong negation. We now show that every $\mathcal{L}^*$ formula is equivalent to one of constructive normal form, and also to a formula of constructive normal form without strong negation.

**Definition 59 (Constructive Normal Form (CSNF)).** — The set of $\mathcal{L}^*$ formulae of constructive normal form (CSNF) is defined inductively as follows.

- $p$ is of CSNF when $p \in \Theta$.
- $\hat{K}\gamma$ is of CSNF iff $\gamma$ is of CSNF and either $\gamma \in \text{Atoms}$ or $\gamma = \hat{K}'\chi$.
- $\langle\langle G\rangle\rangle T\gamma$ is of CSNF iff $\gamma$ is of CSNF.
- $\neg\gamma$ is of CSNF iff $\gamma$ is of CSNF.
- $\gamma_1 \land \gamma_2$ is of CSNF iff both $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$ are of CSNF.

**Theorem 60.** — Every formula in $\mathcal{L}^*$ is strongly equivalent to a formula of constructive normal form.

*Proof in the Appendix.*

Thus, any formula of the most general kind we have considered is equivalent to a formula of CSNF. Note that a CSNF formula might contain strong negation. However, we can also get rid of strong negation, as the following result states.

**Corollary 61.** — Every formula in $\mathcal{L}^*$ is strongly equivalent to a formula of constructive normal form without strong negation.

*Proof in the Appendix.*

### 8.2. Expressiveness of strong negation

We have shown in Section 7 that standard knowledge, localization and strong negation can be defined with use of weak negation (together with conjunction, constructive knowledge and $\text{ATL}$ operators). Thus, $\mathcal{L}(\neg, \land, \langle\langle A\rangle\rangle T, \hat{K}, \sim)$ is already as expressive as the full $\mathcal{L}^*$. Now we will investigate the other direction: does weak negation add expressiveness if we already have strong negation? We show in the following theorem that, in the language $\mathcal{L}$ extended with strong negation, every formula is actually equivalent to one without weak negation.

**Theorem 62.** — Every formula in $\mathcal{L}(\neg, \land, \langle\langle A\rangle\rangle T, \hat{K}, \sim)$ is equivalent to a formula of $\mathcal{L}(\land, \langle\langle A\rangle\rangle T, \hat{K}, \sim)$.

*Proof in the Appendix.*

Thus, in particular, the following four languages are expressively equivalent:

$$\mathcal{L}(\neg, \land, \langle\langle A\rangle\rangle T, \hat{K}) = \mathcal{L}(\land, \langle\langle A\rangle\rangle T, \hat{K}, \sim) \equiv \mathcal{L} \equiv \mathcal{L}^*$$

In consequence, both $\mathcal{L}(\neg, \land, \langle\langle A\rangle\rangle T, \hat{K})$ and $\mathcal{L}(\land, \langle\langle A\rangle\rangle T, \hat{K}, \sim)$ are expressively complete with respect to the other operators we have considered. An important difference between $\mathcal{L}(\neg, \land, \langle\langle A\rangle\rangle T, \hat{K})$ and $\mathcal{L}(\land, \langle\langle A\rangle\rangle T, \hat{K}, \sim)$ is that strong negation is
definable from weak negation and ATL operators by a simple schema \(⟨⟨∅⟩⟩¬φ U ¬φ\), while this is not the case when we reverse the roles of the negations.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a non-standard semantics for the modal logic of strategic ability under imperfect information, in which formulae are interpreted over sets of states rather than in single states. Moreover, we introduce new epistemic operators for “constructive” knowledge. It turns out that, in this new semantics, simple cooperation modalities \(⟨⟨A⟩⟩\) can be combined with “constructive” epistemic operators into sufficiently expressive formulae. Indeed, the new logic is strictly more expressive than most existing ATL versions for imperfect information, while it retains the same model checking complexity as the least costly of them. The philosophical dimension of constructive knowledge is also natural: the constructive knowledge operators capture the notion of knowing “de re”, while the standard epistemic operators refer to knowing “de dicto”. Moreover, it turns out that standard (traditional) knowledge is a special case of constructive knowledge. Also, the language of CSL is expressive enough to enable expressing several other interesting operators in a simple way.

Most of the usual S5 properties (with the notable exception of the truth axiom T) hold for constructive knowledge. Furthermore, if we slightly restrict the syntax of CSL, we do not lose expressive power and the schema T becomes a validity.

CSL has novel, meaningful epistemic operators that can be used to capture important properties of the interaction between knowledge, action and ability. In future work, we plan to investigate further the expressivity of CSL, and its relationship with logics like ETSL, ATL_{iR}, ATEL-R*, ATEL-A, and “Uniform STIT”. A good case study (together with a more detailed analysis of verification complexity) is essential to determine the applicability of the logic. Also, the (relative) expressive power of various operators in our semantics seems to be worth further study.
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Theorem 23

Proof (structural induction with respect to the structure of \( \varphi \)). —

- \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \text{tr}(p) \) if and only if \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} p \) if \( p \in \pi(q) \) if \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} p \) if \( p \in \pi(q) \) if \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \) \( \varphi \).
- \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \text{tr}(\neg \varphi) \) if \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \text{tr}(\varphi) \) if (by induction) \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \varphi \) if \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \varphi \) if \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \).
- \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \text{tr}(\varphi \land \psi) \) if \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \text{tr}(\varphi) \) and \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \text{tr}(\psi) \) if (by induction) \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \varphi \land \psi \).
- \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \text{tr}(\langle \langle \chi \rangle \rangle_{\text{cu}} \circ \varphi) \) if \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \text{tr}(\varphi) \) if (by induction) \( M, q \models_{\text{cu}} \varphi \).
- For \( \langle \langle \chi \rangle \rangle_{\text{cu}} \circ \varphi \): analogously. The same for \( \langle \langle \chi \rangle \rangle_{\text{cu}} \varphi \).

Appendix: some proofs


**Theorem 39**

PROOF (STRUCTURAL INDUCTION ON THE STRUCTURE OF \( \varphi \)). — In each case, we will prove that \( M, Q \models K_a \varphi \) implies \( M, Q \models \varphi \) for an arbitrary \( Q \). By Proposition 16, we can then conclude that \( M, Q \models K_a \varphi \rightarrow \varphi \).

To simplify the proof, we assume that each \( \varphi \) has been transformed so that no constructive knowledge operator is followed by conjunction (by Proposition 36.3, each subformula \( K_A (\psi_1 \land \psi_2) \) can be equivalently transformed to \( K_A \psi_1 \land K_A \psi_2 \), and we can apply this transformation recursively). Thus, every \( \hat{K} \) in \( \varphi \) is now followed either by some other \( \hat{K}' \), or by \( \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \), or by a standard knowledge operator \( K'' \), or by an atomic proposition \( p \).

Additionally, given \( Q \), we define \( Q' = \text{img}(Q, \sim_a) \). Note that \( Q \subseteq Q' \) by reflexivity of \( \sim_a \). Also, \( \text{out}(Q, S_A) \subseteq \text{out}(Q', S_A) \) by monotonicity of function out wrt \( Q \), and \( \text{img}(Q, \sim_a') \subseteq \text{img}(Q', \sim_a) \) by reflexivity of all \( \sim_a \).

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv p \): Let \( M, Q \models K_a p \). Then \( M, Q' \models p \), i.e. \( \forall q \in Q. M, q \models p \). So, \( \forall q \in Q. M, q \models p \).

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv \psi_1 \land \psi_2 \): Let \( M, Q \models K_a (\psi_1 \land \psi_2) \). Then \( M, Q' \models \psi_1 \land \psi_2 \), i.e. \( M, Q' \models \psi_1 \) and \( M, Q' \models \psi_2 \). So, \( M, Q \models K_a \psi_1 \) and \( M, Q \models K_a \psi_2 \). By the induction hypothesis, \( M, Q \models \psi_1 \) and \( M, Q \models \psi_2 \), and hence \( M, Q \models \psi_1 \land \psi_2 \).

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \land \psi \): Let \( M, Q \models K_a \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \land \psi \). Then \( M, Q' \models \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \land \psi \), and so \( \exists_{S_A} \forall_{A \in \text{out}(Q, S_A)} M, A[1] \models \psi \). Thus, \( \exists_{S_A} \forall_{A \in \text{out}(Q, S_A)} M, A[1] \models \psi \), and \( M, Q \models \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \land \psi \).

**Cases** \( \varphi \equiv \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \land \psi \) and \( \varphi \equiv \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle \lor \psi \): analogous.

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv K_A \psi \): Let \( M, Q \models K_a K_A \psi \). Then \( M, Q' \models K_A \psi \), and \( \forall q \in \text{img}(Q', \sim_a) M, q \models \psi \). But then also \( \forall q \in \text{img}(Q, \sim_a) M, q \models \psi \), and \( M, Q \models K_A \psi \). □

Before we consider the remaining cases, we define a couple of additional symbols. Let \( Q^i = \text{img}(Q^{i-1}, \sim_{K_A}^i) \), \( Q^n = Q \). That is, \( Q^i = \text{img}(\ldots(\text{img}(Q, \sim_{K_A}^i), \ldots), \sim_{K_A}^i) \).

Also, let \( Q'' = \text{img}(Q^n, \sim_a) \). Note that \( Q^n \subseteq Q'' \), and \( \text{out}(Q^n, S_B) \subseteq \text{out}(Q'', S_B) \) for any \( S_B \).

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv K^n_{A_n} \ldots K^1_{A_1} p \): (i.e., \( \varphi \) is a sequence of \( n \) possibly different \( K \) operators for possibly different coalitions). Let \( M, Q \models K_a K^n_{A_n} \ldots K^1_{A_1} p \). Then \( M, Q'' \models p \), and hence \( \forall q \in Q'' M, q \models p \). Thus, \( \forall q \in Q'' M, q \models p \), so \( M, Q'' \models p \), and \( M, Q \models K^n_{A_n} \ldots K^1_{A_1} p \).

**Case** \( \varphi \equiv K^n_{A_n} \ldots K^1_{A_1} K_B \psi \): analogous.
Case \( \varphi \equiv \hat{\mathcal{K}}_{A_n} \cdots \hat{\mathcal{K}}_{A_1} \langle B \rangle \circ \psi \): Let \( M, Q \models [K]_{A_n} \cdots [K]_{A_1} \langle B \rangle \circ \psi \).

Then \( M, Q^n \models \langle B \rangle \circ \psi \), and hence \( \exists_{S_n} \forall_{\Lambda \in \text{out}(Q^n, S_n)} M, \Lambda[1] \models \psi \).

Thus, \( \exists_{S_n} \forall_{\Lambda \in \text{out}(Q^n, S_n)} M, \Lambda[1] \models \psi \), so \( M, Q^n \models \langle B \rangle \circ \psi \), and \( M, Q \models \hat{\mathcal{K}}_{A_n} \cdots \hat{\mathcal{K}}_{A_1} \langle B \rangle \circ \psi \).

Cases \( \varphi \equiv \hat{\mathcal{K}}_{A_n} \cdots \hat{\mathcal{K}}_{A_1} \langle B \rangle \square \psi \) and \( \varphi \equiv \hat{\mathcal{K}}_{A_n} \cdots \hat{\mathcal{K}}_{A_1} \langle B \rangle \psi_1 U \psi_2 \): analogous. ■

**Proposition 42**

**Proof.** —

**K** Immediate.

**D** Suppose that \( M, Q \models \text{loc } \perp \) for some \( Q \neq \emptyset \). Then, there is some \( q \) for which \( M, q \models \perp \), but this contradicts Proposition 16.1.

**T** To see that \( T \) is not strongly valid, let \( \varphi \) and \( M \) be as in Lemma 38.1, and take \( Q = \text{img}(q, \sim_a) \). \( M, Q \models \text{loc } \varphi \), but \( M, Q \not\models \varphi \).

4/4 + To see that \( S \) is not strongly valid, let \( \varphi \) and \( M \) be as in Figure 5, \( \varphi = p \) and let \( Q = \{q, q'\} \). \( M, Q \models \neg \text{loc } \varphi \) because \( M, q' \models \neg \varphi \). However, if it were the case that \( M, Q \models \text{loc } \neg \text{loc } \varphi \), then \( M, q \models \neg \text{loc } \varphi \) and thus, \( M, q \models \neg \varphi \), which is not the case.

**B** \( M, Q \models \varphi \) iff for all \( q \in Q \) we have that \( M, q \models \varphi \) iff for every \( q \in Q \) we have that \( M, q \models \varphi \) iff \( M, Q \models \text{loc } \varphi \).

5/5 + To see that \( T \) is not strongly valid, let \( M \) be as in Figure 5, \( \varphi = p \) and let \( Q = \{q, q'\} \). \( M, Q \models \neg \text{loc } \varphi \) because \( M, q' \models \neg \varphi \). However, if it were the case that \( M, Q \models \text{loc } \neg \text{loc } \varphi \), then \( M, q \models \neg \text{loc } \varphi \) and thus, \( M, q \models \neg \varphi \), which is not the case.

**B** \( M, Q \models \varphi \) iff for all \( q \in Q \) we have that \( M, q \models \varphi \) iff for all \( q \in Q \) we have that \( M, q \models \neg \text{loc } \neg \varphi \).

**Theorem 56**

**Proof.** —

\( \hat{\mathcal{K}} \): We construct a counterexample. Let \( M \) be a model with states \( q_1, q_2 \) and agent \( a \), such that \( q_1 \sim_a q_2, \pi(q_1) = \{r\} \) and \( \pi(q_2) = \{p\} \). Let \( \varphi = \neg p \) and \( \psi = r, p \notin \pi(q_1) \cap \pi(q_2) \), so \( M, \text{img}(q_1, \sim_a) \models \varphi \) and \( M, q_1 \models [K_a] \varphi, \pi(q_1) \cap \pi(q_2) \), so \( M, \text{img}(q_1, \sim_a) \not\models \varphi \) and \( M, q_1 \not\models [K_a] \varphi \). Thus, \( M, q_1 \not\models [K_a] \varphi \) and by Proposition 53: \( M, q_1 \not\models [K_a] \varphi \rightarrow [K_a] \psi \) (\( * \)). Since both \( M, q_1 \models \varphi \rightarrow \psi \) and \( M, q_2 \models \varphi \rightarrow \psi \), by Proposition 50, \( M, \text{img}(q_1, \sim_a) \models \varphi \rightarrow \psi \) and thus \( M, q_1 \models [K_a] \varphi \rightarrow [K_a] \psi \). Together with (\( * \)), we get that \( M, q_1 \not\models [K_a] \varphi \rightarrow \psi \) \( \rightarrow [K_a] \varphi \rightarrow [K_a] \psi \) and, by Proposition 53, \( M, q_1 \not\models [K_a] \varphi \rightarrow [K_a] \psi \). Thus, \( \hat{\mathcal{K}} \) is not weakly (and hence not strongly) valid.
Let $M, q, a, \varphi$ be as in Lemma 38.2. $M, q \models \med \varphi$ and $M, q \not\models \varphi$, so $M, q \not\models \med \varphi \sim \varphi$ by Proposition 53. Thus, T is not weakly (and hence not strongly) valid.

$\tilde{\alpha}^+ / \tilde{\alpha}$: $M, Q \models \med \varphi \sim \med \med \varphi \text{ iff, by Proposition 50, } \forall q \in Q(M, q \models \med \varphi \Leftrightarrow M, q \models \med \med \varphi) \text{ iff, by } 4^+ , \forall q \in Q(M, q \models \med \varphi \Leftrightarrow M, q \models \med \varphi).

$\tilde{\beta}^+ / \tilde{\beta}$: $M, Q \models \sim \med \varphi \sim \med \med \varphi \text{ iff, by Proposition 50, } \forall q \in Q(M, q \models \sim \med \varphi \Leftrightarrow M, q \models \sim \med \med \varphi) \text{ iff, by } 4^+ , \forall q \in Q(M, q \models \sim \med \varphi \Leftrightarrow M, q \models \sim \med \med \varphi) \text{ which is true, since } \text{img}(q', \sim_a) = \text{img}(q, \sim_a) \text{ for any } q' \in \text{img}(q, \sim_a).

$D$: $M, Q \models \sim \med \med \varphi \text{ iff } \forall q \in Q(M, q \not\models \med \med \varphi) \text{ if } \forall q \in Q(M, q \not\models \med \med \varphi)$, which is true by Proposition 51.1.

$\tilde{\beta}$: $M, Q \models \varphi \sim \med \med \varphi \text{ iff } \forall q \in Q(M, q \models \varphi \Leftrightarrow M, q \models \varphi \Leftrightarrow \forall q' \in \text{img}(q, \sim_a) M, q' \not\models \med \med \varphi) \text{ iff } \forall q \in Q(M, q \models \varphi \Leftrightarrow \forall q' \in \text{img}(q, \sim_a) M, q' \not\models \med \med \varphi) \text{ iff } \forall q \in Q(M, q \models \varphi \Leftrightarrow \exists q'' \in \text{img}(q, \sim_a) M, q'' \models \varphi)$. This always holds, by taking $q' = q$.

**Theorem 60 and Corollary 61 (Constructive Normal Form) and Theorem 62 (Expressiveness of Strong Negation)**

In the following we will very often work in the language $\mathcal{L}(\neg, \, \wedge, \, \langle A \rangle T, \hat{K}_A, \, \sim)$, and we will henceforth use the shorthand notation $\hat{\mathcal{L}}$ to denote this language, for simplicity.

We use $\text{Subf}(\varphi)$ to denote the set of all subformulae of $\varphi$ (including $\varphi$ itself). For simplicity, we assume that each subformula of a formula is unique, i.e. that there is a unique member of $\text{Subf}(\varphi)$ for each occurrence of a subformula in $\varphi$.

We first present intermediate definitions and results leading up to the main result in Theorem 60. Note that Lemma 65 below gives an alternative (equivalent) definition of constructive normal form.

**Definition 63.** — We define the depth $d_\varphi(\psi)$ of a subformula $\psi \in \text{Subf}(\varphi)$ of a formula $\varphi \in \hat{\mathcal{L}}$ in the usual way:

\[
\begin{align*}
d_\varphi(\varphi) &= 0 \\
d_\varphi(\hat{K}_A) &= d \Rightarrow d_\varphi(\varphi) = d + 1 \\
d_\varphi(\langle A \rangle T) &= d \Rightarrow d_\varphi(\varphi) = d + 1 \\
d_\varphi(\gamma_1 \wedge \gamma_2) &= d \Rightarrow d_\varphi(\gamma_1) = d_\varphi(\gamma_2) = d + 1
\end{align*}
\]

13. This can be achieved by, e.g., adorning the subformulæ with unique identifiers, or by taking $\text{Subf}(\varphi)$ to be a multiset instead of a set. The only reason for this assumption is to make proofs simpler.
\[ d_\varphi(\neg \gamma) = d \Rightarrow d_\varphi(\gamma) = d + 1 \]
\[ d_\varphi(\sim \gamma) = d \Rightarrow d_\varphi(\gamma) = d + 1 \]

**Lemma 64.** — A formula \( \psi \in \hat{L} \) is of CSNF iff every \( \gamma \in \text{Subf}(\psi) \) is of CSNF.

**Proof.** — The implication to the left is trivial; we prove the one to the right. Assume that \( \psi \) is of CSNF. That each \( \gamma \in \text{Subf}(\psi) \) is of CSNF follows immediately by induction on the depth of \( \gamma \):

- \( d_\psi(\gamma) = 0 \): \( \gamma = \psi \) is of CSNF.
- \( d_\psi(\gamma) = d + 1 \) (\( d \geq 0 \)). We reason by the possible cases:
  - \( d_\psi(\hat{K}_\gamma) = d \): by the induction hypothesis \( \hat{K}_\gamma \) is of CSNF, and thus \( \gamma \) is of CSNF.
  - \( d_\psi(\langle A \rangle T \gamma) = d \): \( \langle A \rangle T \gamma \) is of CSNF; \( \gamma \) is of CSNF.
  - \( d_\psi(\gamma \land \gamma') = d \): \( \gamma \land \gamma' \) is of CSNF; \( \gamma \) is of CSNF. Similarly when \( d_\psi(\gamma' \land \gamma) = d \).
  - \( d_\psi(\neg \gamma) = d \): \( \neg \gamma \) is of CSNF; \( \gamma \) is of CSNF.
  - \( d_\psi(\sim \gamma) = d \): \( \sim \gamma \) is of CSNF; \( \gamma \) is of CSNF.

**Lemma 65.** — A formula \( \psi \in \hat{L} \) is of CSNF iff every \( \hat{K}_\gamma \in \text{Subf}(\psi) \) is of the form \( \hat{K}_0 \ldots \hat{K}_k \alpha \) where \( \alpha \in \text{Atoms} \), for some \( k \geq 0 \).

**Proof.** — For the direction to the right, assume that there is a \( \hat{K}_\gamma \in \text{Subf}(\psi) \) which is not of the form. There are two possibilities: \( \gamma = \hat{K}_0 \ldots \hat{K}_m \gamma \beta \) or \( \gamma = \hat{K}_0 \ldots \hat{K}_m \beta_1 \land \beta_2 \) for some \( m \geq 0 \). In either case, it follows immediately that \( \hat{K}_\gamma \) is not of CSNF. By Lemma 64, \( \psi \) is not of CSNF.

For the direction to the left, assume that every \( \hat{K}_\gamma \in \text{Subf}(\psi) \) is of the form. We show that every \( \chi \in \text{Subf}(\psi) \) is of CSNF by structural induction:

- \( \chi = p \in \Theta \): \( \chi \) is of CSNF.
- \( \chi = \hat{K}_\gamma \): by the induction hypothesis, \( \gamma \) is of CSNF. By assumption, \( \gamma = \hat{K}_0 \ldots \hat{K}_k \alpha \) for some \( \alpha \in \text{Atoms} \) and some \( k \geq 0 \). Thus, \( \chi \) is of CSNF.
- \( \chi = \langle A \rangle T \gamma \): by the induction hypothesis, \( \gamma \) is of CSNF, and thus \( \chi \) is of CSNF.
- \( \chi = \gamma_1 \land \gamma_2 \): by the induction hypothesis, \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) are of CSNF, and thus \( \chi \) is of CSNF.
- \( \chi = \sim \gamma \): by the induction hypothesis, \( \gamma \) is of CSNF and thus \( \chi \) is of CSNF.
- \( \chi = \neg \gamma \): by the induction hypothesis, \( \gamma \) is of CSNF and thus \( \chi \) is of CSNF.

Now that we have established some properties of formulae of CSNF, we go on to define the mapping of a formula to one of CSNF.
\textbf{Definition 66.} — The value \(f(\hat{\psi})\) of the function \(f: \{\hat{\psi} : \psi \in \hat{\psi}\} \rightarrow \hat{\psi}\) is defined by structural induction over \(\psi\):

\[
\begin{align*}
    f(\hat{\psi}) &= \hat{\psi} \quad \text{when } \psi \in \text{Atoms} \\
    f(\hat{\psi}_1 \gamma_1) &= \hat{\psi}_1 \gamma_1 \\
    f(\hat{\psi}_1 \gamma_1) &= \neg f(\hat{\psi}_1) \\
    f(\hat{\psi}_1 \gamma_1 \wedge \gamma_2) &= f(\hat{\psi}_1 \gamma_1) \wedge f(\hat{\psi}_1 \gamma_2)
\end{align*}
\]

\textbf{Lemma 67.} — Let \(\beta \in \hat{\psi}\) be a formula. \(\beta\) is of CSNF iff \(f(\hat{\beta})\) is of CSNF for any arbitrary \(\hat{\psi} \in \{C_A, D_A, E_A : A \subseteq \Sigma\}\).

\textbf{Proof.} — Let \(\hat{\psi} \in \{C_A, D_A, E_A : A \subseteq \Sigma\}\). The proof is by structural induction over \(\beta\):

\begin{itemize}
    \item \(\beta = p \in \Theta\): \(\beta\) is of CSNF iff \(f(\hat{\beta}) = \hat{\beta}_1\) is of CSNF.
    \item \(\beta = \hat{\psi}_1 \gamma\): \(\beta\) is of CSNF iff \(f(\hat{\beta}) = \hat{\psi}_1 \hat{\gamma}\) is of CSNF.
    \item \(\beta = \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle T \gamma\): \(\beta\) is of CSNF iff \(f(\hat{\beta}) = \hat{\psi}_1 \hat{\gamma}\) is of CSNF.
    \item \(\beta = \gamma_1 \wedge \gamma_1\): \(\beta\) is of CSNF iff \(f(\hat{\beta}_1 \hat{\gamma}_1)\) and \(f(\hat{\beta}_1 \hat{\gamma}_1)\) are of CSNF iff \(f(\hat{\beta}_1)\) is of CSNF.
    \item \(\beta = \neg \gamma\): \(\beta\) is of CSNF iff \(f(\hat{\beta}) = \hat{\beta} \hat{\gamma}\) is of CSNF.
    \item \(\beta = \neg \gamma\): \(\beta\) is of CSNF iff \(\gamma\) is of CSNF iff, by the induction hypothesis, \(f(\hat{\beta})\) is of CSNF iff \(f(\hat{\beta})\) is of CSNF.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Lemma 68.} — For any \(\psi \in \hat{\psi}\),

\[
\hat{\psi} \iff f(\hat{\psi})
\]

is strongly valid for any \(\hat{\psi} \in \{C_A, D_A, E_A : A \subseteq \Sigma\}\).

\textbf{Proof.} — The proof is by structural induction over \(\psi\). When \(\psi \in \text{Atoms}\) or \(\psi = K' \gamma\), \(f(\hat{\psi}) = \hat{\psi}\), and we are done. When \(\psi = \neg \gamma\), \(M, Q \models \hat{\psi}\) iff, by Proposition 36, \(M, Q \models \neg \hat{\psi}\) iff \(M, Q \not\models \hat{\psi}\), by the induction hypothesis, \(M, Q \not\models f(\hat{\psi})\) iff \(M, Q \models \neg f(\hat{\psi})\) iff \(M, Q \models f(\hat{\psi})\). When \(\psi = \gamma_1 \wedge \gamma_2\), \(M, Q \models \hat{\psi}\) iff, by Proposition 36, \(M, Q \models \hat{\psi}\) and \(M, Q \models \hat{\psi}\), by the induction hypothesis, \(M, Q \models f(\hat{\psi})\) and \(M, Q \models f(\hat{\psi})\) iff \(M, Q \models f(\hat{\psi})\).

\textbf{Definition 69 (\(\varphi_j, X_i, \alpha_i\)).} — Let \(\varphi \in \hat{\psi}\) be a formula. Define \(\varphi_j, i \geq 0:\)

\[
\begin{itemize}
    \item \(i = 0\): \(\varphi_0 = \varphi\)
    \item \(i = j + 1 (j \geq 0)\): Let \(X_i = \{\hat{\psi}' : \hat{\psi}' \in \text{Sub}(\varphi_j), \hat{\psi}' \text{ is not of CSNF}\}\). If \(X_i\) is empty, let \(\varphi_{j+1} = \varphi_j\). Otherwise, select an \(\alpha_i \in X_i\) such that \(\beta \in X_i\) implies that \(d_{\varphi_j}(\beta) \leq d_{\varphi_i}(\alpha_i)\) (several such \(\alpha_i\) may exist; select one arbitrarily), and let \(\varphi_{j+1}\) be \(\varphi_j\) with the subformula \(\alpha_i\) replaced by \(f(\alpha_i)\).
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Lemma 70.} — Let \(\varphi \in \hat{\psi}\), and let \(\alpha_i\) be defined in Def. 69. For each \(i \geq 1\), \(f(\alpha_i)\) is of CSNF.
PROOF. — Let $\alpha_i = \hat{K}\psi$. We show that for every $\gamma \in \text{Subf}(\psi)$, $f(\hat{K}\gamma)$ is of CSNF by structural induction over $\gamma$:

- $\gamma = p \in \Theta$: $f(\hat{K}\gamma) = \hat{K}p$ is of CSNF.
- $\gamma = \hat{K}\beta$: $f(\hat{K}\gamma) = K\hat{K}\beta$ is of CSNF iff $\hat{K}\beta$ is of CSNF. Assume that $\hat{K}\beta$ is not of CSNF, then $\gamma \in X_i$. Then $d_{\psi_{i-1}}(\gamma) > d_{\psi_{i-1}}(\alpha_i)$, but this is a contradiction since there are no $\gamma \in X_i$ with greater depth than $\alpha_i$. Thus, $f(\hat{K}\gamma)$ is of CSNF.
- $\gamma = \langle (G)\rangle T\beta$: By the induction hypothesis, $f(\hat{K}\beta)$ is of CSNF; by Lemma 67 $\beta$ is of CSNF; $\langle (G)\rangle T\beta = f(\hat{K}\gamma)$ is of CSNF.
- $\gamma = \gamma_1 \land \gamma_2$: By the induction hypothesis, $f(\hat{K}\gamma_1)$ and $f(\hat{K}\gamma_2)$ are of CSNF; $f(\hat{K}\gamma_1) \land f(\hat{K}\gamma_2)$ is of CSNF; $f(\hat{K}\gamma)$ is of CSNF.
- $\gamma = \sim \beta$: By the induction hypothesis, $f(\hat{K}\beta)$ is of CSNF; $\neg f(\hat{K}\beta)$ is of CSNF; $f(\hat{K}\gamma)$ is of CSNF.

LEMMA 71. — Let $\varphi \in \mathcal{L}$, and let $\varphi_i$ be defined in Def. 69. There is a $p \geq 1$ such that $\varphi_p = \varphi_{p-1}$ and $X_p = \emptyset$. We write $\hat{\varphi} = \varphi_p$ for an arbitrary such $p$.

PROOF. — $X_1$ is finite. We show that $X_{i+1} \subseteq X_i$ (proper inclusion) whenever $\varphi_i \neq \varphi_{i-1}$, for any $i \geq 1$. The Lemma follows.

Let $\varphi_i \neq \varphi_{i-1}$. Assume that there is an $\alpha \in X_{i+1}$, $\alpha \notin X_i$. $\alpha$ is not of CSNF, and since $\alpha \in \text{Subf}(\varphi_i)$ and $\alpha \notin \text{Subf}(\varphi_{i-1})$ the only possibility is that $\alpha \in \text{Subf}(f(\alpha_i))$. But by Lemma 70, $f(\alpha_i)$ is of CSNF, and by Lemma 64 $\alpha$ must be of CSNF which is a contradiction. Thus, $X_{i+1} \subseteq X_i$. To see that the inclusion is proper, observe that $\alpha_i \in X_i$, but $\alpha_i \notin X_{i+1}$.

PROOF (OF THEOREM 60). — Let $\varphi'' \in \mathcal{L}^*$, and let $\varphi'$ be the result of replacing every occurrence of $\mathcal{K}$ in $\varphi''$ with the combination $\hat{K} \sim \varphi_i$ for every $\mathcal{K}$. Let $\varphi$ be the result of replacing every occurrence of loc in $\varphi'$ with the combination $\sim \varphi_i \varphi''$ and $\varphi$ are strongly equivalent by Remark 49. Observe that $\varphi \in \mathcal{L}$. Let $\hat{\varphi} = \varphi_p$ be defined from $\varphi$ as in Lemma 71.

First, we argue that $\hat{\varphi}$ is of CSNF. If not, there is a $\hat{\mathcal{K}}\gamma \in \text{Subf}(\hat{\varphi})$ where $\gamma$ is not of the form $\hat{\mathcal{K}}_0 \cdots \hat{\mathcal{K}}_i \alpha$ for $\alpha \in \text{Atoms}$ (Lemma 65). Then, $\hat{\mathcal{K}}\gamma$ is not of CSNF, which contradicts the fact that $X_p = \emptyset$. Second, we show that $\hat{\varphi} \Leftrightarrow \varphi$ is strongly valid. Let $i \geq 1$. By Lemma 68, $M, Q \models \alpha_i$ iff $M, Q \models f(\alpha_i)$ for any $M, Q$. It follows immediately that $M, Q \models \varphi_i$ iff $M, Q \models \varphi_{i+1}$. Thus, $M, Q \models \varphi = \varphi_0$ iff $M, Q \models \hat{\varphi} = \varphi_p$. Thus, $\hat{\varphi}$ is of CSNF, and it is equivalent to $\varphi$.

PROOF (OF COROLLARY 61). — Let $\varphi \in \mathcal{L}^*$. By the theorem, $\varphi$ is strongly equivalent to a formula $\hat{\varphi}$ which is of CSNF. Now, we recursively replace all subformulas of $\hat{\varphi}$ of the form $\sim \psi$ with $\langle (\emptyset) \rangle \neg \psi \cup (\neg \psi)$, yielding (by Proposition 44) a strongly equivalent formula $\varphi'$ without strong negation. We observe that subformulas of CSNF are replaced with subformulas of CSNF, so $\varphi'$ is of CSNF too.

We now go on to present our proof of Theorem 62. Some more notation: when $\varphi \in \mathcal{L}$, we use $\hat{\varphi}$ to denote the result of replacing each occurrence of $\sim \psi$ with $\sim \psi$. 


Formally, \( \overline{\psi} = p; \overline{\exists \psi} = \exists \overline{\psi}; \overline{\langle G \rangle \overline{T}} \psi = \langle G \rangle \overline{T} \overline{\psi}; \overline{\psi_1 \overline{\psi_2}} = \overline{\psi_1 \overline{\psi_2}}; \overline{\sim \psi} = \overline{\sim \psi}; \overline{\sim \psi} = \sim \overline{\psi}. \)

We begin with defining the notion of constructive depth of a subformula – not to be confused with the notion of depth in the proof of Theorem 60.

**Definition 72 (Constructive Depth).** — Let \( \varphi \in \mathcal{L} \). The constructive depth, or just c-depth, \( D_{\varphi}(\psi) \) in \( \varphi \) of a subformula \( \psi \in \text{Subf}(\varphi) \) is defined inductively as follows:

- \( D_{\varphi}(\varphi) = 0 \)
- \( D_{\varphi}(\check{\varphi}) = D \Rightarrow D_{\varphi}(\varphi) = D + 1 \)
- \( D_{\varphi}(\langle G \rangle \varphi) = D \Rightarrow D_{\varphi}(\varphi) = 0 \)
- \( D_{\varphi}(\varphi_1 \& \varphi_2) = D \Rightarrow D_{\varphi}(\varphi_1) = D_{\varphi}(\varphi_2) = D \)
- \( D_{\varphi}(\varphi) = D \Rightarrow D_{\varphi}(\varphi) = D \)
- \( D_{\varphi}(\overline{\varphi}) = D \Rightarrow D_{\varphi}(\varphi) = 0 \)

If \( \varphi \) has no occurrence of \( \overline{\sim} \) on c-depth \( D \), i.e., if \( \sim \overline{\psi} \in \text{Subf}(\varphi) \) implies that \( D_{\varphi}(\sim \overline{\psi}) \neq D \), we say that \( \varphi \) is free of \( \overline{\sim} \) on depth \( D \).

**Lemma 73.** — If a formula \( \varphi \in \mathcal{L}(\overline{\sim}, \& \langle A \rangle T, \check{K}, \sim) \) is free of \( \overline{\sim} \) on all depths \( > 0 \), then

\[ \varphi \leftrightarrow \overline{\varphi} \]

is valid.

**Proof.** — We show that

\[ \psi \leftrightarrow \overline{\psi} \]

is valid for all \( \psi \in \text{Subf}(\varphi) \) by structural induction.

\( \psi = p; \) immediate (\( \overline{\psi} = \psi \)).

\( \psi = K_A \gamma; \) \( D_{\varphi}(\gamma) > 0 \). \( M, Q \models \psi \) iff \( M, \text{img}(Q, \sim K_A) \models \gamma \) iff, by the induction hypothesis, \( M, \text{img}(Q, \sim K_A) \models \gamma \) iff \( M, Q \models K_A \gamma \) iff \( M, Q \models \psi \).

\( \psi = \langle G \rangle \square \gamma; \) \( M, Q \models \psi \) iff \( \exists S_\varphi \forall A \in \text{out}(Q, S_\varphi) \forall j \geq 0 M, \Lambda[j] \models \gamma \) iff, by the induction hypothesis (for \( \gamma \), where \( D_{\varphi}(\gamma) = 0 \), \( \exists S_\varphi \forall A \in \text{out}(Q, S_\varphi) \forall j \geq 0 M, \Lambda[j] \models \gamma \) iff \( M, Q \models \langle G \rangle \square \gamma \)). Similar for the other ATL connectives.

\( \psi = \gamma_1 \& \gamma_2; \) First, consider the case that \( D_{\varphi}(\psi) = 0 \), in which case \( D_{\varphi}(\gamma_1) = D_{\varphi}(\gamma_2) = 0 \). We must show that \( \psi \leftrightarrow \overline{\psi} \) is valid. \( M, Q \models \psi \) iff \( M, \psi \models \gamma_1 \) and \( M, Q \models \gamma_2 \) iff, by the induction hypothesis, \( M, Q \models \gamma_1 \) and \( M, Q \models \gamma_2 \) iff \( M, Q \models \gamma_1 \& \gamma_2 \). Second, consider the case that \( D_{\varphi}(\psi) > 0 \), in which case \( D_{\varphi}(\gamma_1) > 0 \) and \( D_{\varphi}(\gamma_2) > 0 \). We must show that \( \psi \leftrightarrow \overline{\psi} \) is strongly valid. \( M, Q \models \psi \) iff \( M, Q \models \gamma_1 \) and \( M, Q \models \gamma_2 \) iff, by the induction hypothesis, \( M, Q \models \gamma_1 \) and \( M, Q \models \gamma_2 \) iff \( M, Q \models \gamma_1 \& \gamma_2 \).
ψ = ¬γ: By the assumption in the lemma, $D_ϕ(ψ) = 0$. Then also $D_ϕ(γ) = 0$.
M, q |= ψ iff M, q ¤≠ γ iff, by the induction hypothesis, M, q ¤≠ ˜γ iff M, q |= ¬˜γ.

ψ = ¬γ: M, Q |= ψ iff ∀q ∈ Q, M, q ¤≠ γ iff, by the induction hypothesis (for γ, where $D_ϕ(γ) = 0$), ∀q ∈ Q, M, q ¤≠ ˜γ iff M, Q |= ¬˜γ.

PROOF (OF THEOREM 62). — Let $ϕ ∈ L(¬, ∧, ⟨A⟩ T, ¯K, ¬)$ be a formula, and let $ϕ$ be a formula of CSNF equivalent to $ϕ$. Note that $ϕ ∈ L(¬, ∧, ⟨A⟩ T, ¯K, ¬)$. We show that

$$D_ϕ(ψ) > 0 ⇒ ψ ∈ Atoms or ψ = ¯Kγ$$

for every $ψ ∈ Subf(ϕ)$ by induction over the depth (not the constructive depth) of $ψ$, for arbitrary γ and ¯K. For the base case, let $ψ = ϕ$ and (3) is vacuously true. In the inductive case assume that (3) holds for the parent of $ψ$. There are three circumstances in which $D_ϕ(ψ) > 0$. First, $¯Kψ ∈ Subf(ϕ)$. Then, ψ ∈ Atoms or ψ is of the form $Kbγ$, since $ϕ$ is of CSNF. Second, $¬ψ ∈ Subf(ϕ)$ with $D_ϕ(ψ) = D_ϕ(¬ψ)$. By the induction hypothesis, it must be the case that $D_ϕ(¬ψ) = 0$, so (3) is vacuously true. Third, $ψ ∧ ψ' ∈ Subf(ϕ)$ with $D_ϕ(ψ) = D_ϕ(ψ') = D_ϕ(ψ ∧ ψ')$. By the induction hypothesis, it must be the case that $D_ϕ(ψ ∧ ψ') = 0$, so (3) is vacuously true. Similarly for the case $ψ' ∧ ψ$. This shows that $ϕ$ is free for ¬ on all depths > 0, and thus $ϕ$ is equivalent to $ϕ$ which is equivalent to $ϕ$ by Lemma 73 which is without weak negation.